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PREFACE

The fundamental question that inspired the research for this
book was the following: What enables the Gülen movement,
originally a Turkish-Muslim social movement, to reach out to
communities across the world that are socially, economical-
ly, and politically quite different from one another, and to
function in all of them almost equally successfully?
Movement participants have established educational institu-
tions, schools or cultural centers, in more than ninety coun-
tries. What is it about the movement that appeals to the local
people in those countries? Is it something to do with what
movement volunteers provide in practice in the communi-
ties where they are present, or with the way they relate to
local people, or with the socio-economic and political con-
text of the communities where movement participants live
and work? 

It was a challenge to make generalizations about the Gülen
movement, which has active volunteers in more than ninety
countries and more than five hundred institutions. It was not
feasible to conduct research in all or most of the countries
where the movement has emerged. What came to my aid for
this study was a city which reflected many aspects of the vast
area across which the movement has emerged. The city of
Mardin as a case study may not suffice to make overarching
generalizations about the Gülen movement. Nevertheless, it
comes close to serving such attempts well, given its charac-
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teristic ethno-religious diversity and the socio-economic and
political problems it has suffered. The analysis of the Gülen
movement in Mardin, how the local people of different eth-
no-religious backgrounds mobilized and participated, how
this eased the ethno-religious tensions, and how the work of
volunteers minimized the popular support for the terrorist
organizations such as the PKK and Hizbullah,1 hint at ways
to understand the appeal of Gülen’s and the movement’s ideas
to people of different ethno-religious backgrounds. The suc-
cess of movement participants in Mardin also lays out possi-
ble guidelines for tackling ethno-religious conflicts elsewhere
across the world.

Mardin is a city on Turkey’s border with Syria. The locals
call it the city of seven languages and seven religions. The
city has a diverse population that includes Turks, Kurds, Arabs,
Yezidi, and Assyrian Christians, as well as the subgroups of
Assyrian Christianity, such as Chaldeans and Syrian Jacobites.
The city also had a sizeable Jewish community until the 1950s:
most of the Mardinian Jews migrated to Israel after 1948 for
a new beginning.  

What made Mardin most attractive as a case study for
this research was the city’s resemblance to the majority of the
regions across the world which suffer ethno-religious con-
flicts. Despite the fact that the various religious and ethnic
groups have lived in Mardin for centuries relatively peaceful-
ly, in the last two decades ethno-religious differences have been
exploited by terrorist organizations such as the PKK (Kurdistan
Workers Party) and Hizbullah to garner popular support for
their causes. As a result of the extensive presence of terrorist
organizations in the city, Mardin topped the list of the cities
for many Turks to stay away from. 

viii



ixPreface

The methodology of this research included both the use
of interviews as a primary source of data and an analysis of
the literature of and about the Gülen movement. The sec-
ondary sources of data were more or less the same literature
upon which earlier studies on the Gülen movement have
built. What distinguishes this study from its earlier counter-
parts is its heavy emphasis on interviews with local people
and its drawing conclusions on the actual work carried out
by the Gülen movement volunteers in Mardin. 

It may be difficult to argue that the local people’s opin-
ions, desires, and concerns are identical to those of all people
who suffer similar problems stemming from a prolonged eth-
no-religious conflict. Nevertheless, identifying those opinions,
desires, and concerns may help us to understand communi-
ties suffering similar problems elsewhere in the world.
Unfortunately, it is not difficult to find such regions across
the world. The most notable of such regions are Palestine,
where it appears that all possible political solutions proposed
to solve the Arab-Israeli conflict have failed, and Iraq, where
the never-ending conflicts along the fault-lines of
Kurdish–Arab and Sunni–Shiite identities plague the fate of
the country. In fact, the example put forth by the education-
al campaign by Gülen movement volunteers a couple of hun-
dred miles north could provide a sustainable solution to the
ethno-religious conflicts both in Iraq and Palestine.

Despite its global reach, the Gülen movement has not been
studied extensively by scholars. The limited amount of aca-
demic literature addresses such topics as Fethullah Gülen
himself, in his capacity as an Islamic scholar, reformer, and
educator, as well as the schools opened by Gülen movement
participants. Little attention, however, has been paid to the
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diffusion of the movement into a wide range of different
societies in a relatively short time. 

This book attempts to explain how the movement has
arisen and attained a global outreach. In chapter 1, I outline
its beginnings. In chapter 2, I review the existing literature
about the Gülen movement and indicate the absence of schol-
arly work dealing with the movement’s practical aspects in
general and with its diffusion mechanism in particular. Chapter
3 seeks to identify the key concepts of its discourse, the discourse
that has propelled individuals to participate in its activities.
This chapter also looks at two sorts of concepts: theoretical and
operational/structural. Theoretical concepts are derived from
Gülen’s speeches and writings and are the most frequently
repeated concepts that seem to motivate the participants in the
movement. Operational and structural concepts are simply
the activities that are carried out in a relatively organized fash-
ion by the participants, and hence constitute the daily prac-
tices inspired by the theoretical concepts of this discourse. 

Chapter 4 analyzes the beginnings of the Gülen movement
in Mardin, a major city in southeastern Turkey. It looks at the
movement’s emergence and historical development in the
city, how movement activists first contacted local Mardinians,
and how those Mardinians have in turn mobilized as a result
of the inspiration and educational paradigm offered by Gülen
and the other participants in the Gülen movement. Chapter
5 examines the specific institutions that came into being as
the Gülen movement took root in Mardin, their activities, how
they interact with the local Mardinians, and what they mean
for the local people. The final chapter attempts to show how
the mechanism of the movement can explain its successful
outreach into many different communities across the world.

x
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1

Gülen and the 
Origins of the Movement

The Gülen movement is a faith-based civil society move-
ment which initially comprised mostly a loose network of
individual pious Muslims and is currently active in some
ninety-one countries. Throughout the years it has come to
include secular Muslims, as well as non-Muslims.

The movement emerged in the late 1960s in Turkey with
a handful of people who were attracted by an influential preach-
er and Islamic scholar, M. Fethullah Gülen (1941–), and his
circle of admirers has expanded ever since. Gülen, a state-
authorized mosque preacher, delivered sermons in major cities
in Turkey until 1992. The mosque congregations present at
his sermons averaged from four to five thousand people at a
time, and many more who have not attended have listened to
Gülen’s speeches in recorded form. In this period, Gülen
also spoke and gave seminars in many secular settings, such
as halls and cafes. 

In contrast to an ordinary mosque preacher that focuses
exclusively on religious matters and texts, Gülen has spoken
and written prolifically about a variety of subjects that, accord-
ing to many, might seem beyond the ordinary subject matter
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of most preachers. The most notable of these subjects have
included the Qur’an and science, social justice, human rights,
the metaphysical world, thoughts on economics, child edu-
cation, parenthood and parents’ rights, in addition to many
other more standard religious subjects such as the interpre-
tation of the Qur’an and the sayings of the Prophet Muham-
mad.2 Gülen’s knowledge of the specifics of the subjects he
speaks about and his frequent references to such Western lumi-
naries as Goethe, Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, Jacques Cousteau,
Newton, Pascal, and Einstein, distinguish him from his con-
temporaries and have enabled him to appeal to a broader
audience beyond mosque-goers.

In mosque congregations and public conferences of the
1970s and 1980s, Gülen’s listeners comprised mostly low- to
middle-income businessmen, with a small number of wealthy
ones, and university students who would soon be, respec-
tively, sponsors of and teachers in the Gülen-inspired educa-
tional institutions and cultural centers. Inspired by Gülen’s
frequent emphasis on reconciling moral values and religion
with modern science and on opening schools where the stu-
dents could receive a modern education, including science,
without neglecting moral values and standards, one group
opened the first university preparatory course in Izmir, by far
the most secular city in western Turkey, in 1979. Hundreds
of university preparatory courses have followed since then.
In the early 1980s, Prime Minister Turgut Özal instigated a
number of liberalization and privatization policies. Gülen
movement participants used those legal spaces and opportu-
nities wisely to consolidate their provision of educational and
cultural activities and services. 

2



3Gülen and the Origins of the Movement

In 1982, groups of people inspired by Gülen’s educa-
tional paradigm opened their first two private secondary high
schools in Izmir and Istanbul. These were soon followed by
another one in Ankara. As well as teaching arts and humani-
ties, compared to their public counterparts and other private
schools, the Gülen-inspired schools have been extremely suc-
cessful in preparing students for university admissions tests
and for national and international science contests in math,
physics, chemistry, biology, and computer science. The suc-
cess of the university preparatory courses and private schools
established by the movement was, for many, a confirmation
of what Gülen had always argued in his speeches and writ-
ings: that one could be a pious Muslim and yet modern at the
same time, for modernity and Islam are not mutually exclu-
sive; rather, they are complementary. As the number of Gülen-
inspired educational institutions increased, the size and
influence of the movement grew. Therefore, the 1970s and
1980s were years during which the Gülen movement achieved
broader public recognition, expanded its base, and gained a
foothold in the field of education.

The collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991 and the inde-
pendence of the Turkic republics in both Central Asia and
the Caucasus provided opportunities for educational projects
in the Gülen movement to become transnational. With schools
in Turkey, the participants in the movement had already devel-
oped the capacity to expand outreach and to open schools in
the newly independent Turkic republics. In his sermons in
the late 1980s, Gülen increasingly advised his audiences to
prepare to help the countries with shared cultural values and
history which had suffered under the communist regime of
the Soviet Union to develop their human capital, since the fed-
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eration was soon to collapse and this would allow the Turkic
republics within it to become independent. 

Once the Soviet Union had collapsed, a group of indi-
viduals comprising teachers and businessmen inspired by
Gülen’s education vision opened the first high school abroad
in Azerbaijan in 1992. In the same year, the first Gülen-
inspired school was opened in Kazakhstan and, in the fol-
lowing two years, a further twenty-eight schools were
opened in that country.3 In 1996, participants in the move-
ment for the first time opened a university in Kazakhstan.
Between 1992 and 1994, schools were opened in Kyrgyzstan,
where participants now run twelve high schools and one
university. Simultaneously, some twenty schools were
opened in Turkmenistan. In Uzbekistan, on the other hand,
the movement has experienced difficulties, despite some ear-
ly successes. Although eighteen schools were opened there
between 1992 and 1995, due to a diplomatic crisis that broke
out between Turkey and Uzbekistan, all Turkish-initiated
institutions were closed, including the schools. 

The movement did not limit its scope to the Turkic
republics. During the same period, starting in the early 1990s,
the volunteers of the movement opened similar schools in
various non-Muslim countries in Eastern Europe and the
former Soviet Union, such as Bulgaria, Romania, Moldova,
Ukraine, and Georgia, and reached out to such Asia-Pacific
countries as the Philippines, Cambodia, Australia, Indonesia,
Thailand, Vietnam, Malaysia, South Korea, and Japan.

Starting in the mid-1990s, the Gülen movement moved
into yet another field of social life in Turkey. In 1994, the
Journalists and Writers Foundation, a non-governmental
organization promoting intercultural dialogue (and of which

4
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Fethullah Gülen is the honorary president), convened mem-
bers of different faiths in Turkey in a public event featuring
renowned intellectuals, public figures, and politicians. This
event was the first of its kind ever in Turkish history, and the
fact that it was organized by a movement perceived as Islamic
was also a surprise to many. The following years witnessed
similar interfaith activities, such as panels, conferences, and
other public events. Gülen’s visit and private audience with
Pope John Paul II in 1998 was a ground-breaking event for
Muslim-Christian relations in Turkey. Yet, hard-line secular
and marginal Islamic groups in Turkey criticized him severe-
ly for it. The first group argued that such a meeting was a
sign that Gülen had aspirations to create his own Islamic
state on the model of the Vatican. The second group argued
that Gülen’s teachings and his movement were heretical,
since his visit with the Pope was, according to their interpre-
tation of Islam, unacceptable. 

Given the absence of the actual teaching of Islam as a
religion in its overall activities and the nature of its activities,
which mostly involve secular education, it is difficult to describe
the Gülen movement phenomenon simply as a religious
movement. In the countries in which the movement is active,
the local media do not normally identify the movement as
promoting Islam or as pursuing a religious agenda. However,
it would be easy to describe it as a faith-based civic move-
ment because of the mobilizing influence of Islam on indi-
viduals associated with it. Gülen himself, as a Turkish Islamic
scholar, is a pious Muslim who reportedly strives to practice
every tradition of the Prophet Muhammad in his own life
and, accordingly, encourages others to do so as well. Many
teachers in the Gülen-inspired schools in Turkey and abroad
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are pious Muslims who view their service in these schools as
a way of serving God through serving their fellow humans.

The central puzzle about the Gülen movement is the
seemingly contradictory relationship between its socio-cul-
tural identity and its apparent success in reaching out to com-
munities all over the world that are politically, economically,
and culturally distinct from one another. In other words, a
movement that has a Turkish Islamic identity would seem to
face serious obstacles in its effort to expand into countries
that are neither Turkic nor Islamic. Yet, the movement exists
and is active in as many non-Muslim countries as in Muslim
countries. The countries where Gülen movement volunteers
are active include not only those with a Turkic and Muslim
heritage, but also those with Christian, Buddhist, and Hindu
traditions, and countries like Russia, which has historically
been cautious of anything Islamic.4

How has this social and cultural movement become so
successful in reaching out to very different communities and
cultures? I seek to account for the extraordinary success of
the Gülen movement by drawing on major theories of social
mobilization and then integrating them with original field-
work in the multi-ethnic environment of Mardin, an impor-
tant regional city in southeastern Turkey where Gülen move-
ment participants have been especially active. Although the
thesis draws on only a single fieldwork case, it suggests that
the diffusion of the Gülen movement into Mardin’s multi-eth-
nic and multi-religious community provides a window into
understanding its spread into very different communities on
a global scale; that is, I have investigated the mechanism of
diffusion of the movement, but I do not aim to evaluate the
activities nor judge the impact of the movement on the soci-

6
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eties in which it emerges. Rather, I seek to understand the rela-
tionships within the educational service projects that have
allowed it to succeed.

The Gülen movement provides a unique example of a
particular type of faith-based civil society initiative and there-
by challenges mainstream ideas about Islamic mobilization.
Islamic movements have often been perceived as being either
Muslims’ reaction against the West or caused by political and
economic deprivations in their communities. Such Islamic
movements include the Muslim Brotherhood of Egypt, the
Hizb-ut Tahrir of Pakistan and Central Asia, and Hizbullah
of Lebanon. The common feature of these movements is that
they all utilize Islamic discourse to garner popular support, are
composed exclusively of Muslims, and are, in general, reac-
tionary or revolutionary. However, the Gülen movement start-
ed out utilizing Islamic discourse in its early stages in Turkey
to garner popular support and, over time, has emphasized
the secular and humanistic elements in its discourse such as
quality education, empathic acceptance of others and univer-
sal ethical values as it has reached out to broader audiences.
Although the movement has remained Islamic at an individ-
ual level, it is a secular social movement overall. 





2

The Gülen Movement and 
Diffusion Theory

Although Fethullah Gülen has been a prominent public fig-
ure since the late 1960s and the movement that has formed
around his ideas has been an important agent of change with-
in Turkish society, he and the movement he has inspired have
attracted academic attention only in the last decade. Scholars
have focused on three dimensions of the Gülen movement’s
activities: interfaith dialogue, Gülen’s views on secularism and
the state, and education.

GÜLEN AND INTERFAITH DIALOGUE

Gülen and movement volunteers have sought to establish
dialogue among different segments of Turkish society, pri-
marily between secularists and the faithful, and secondarily
between Muslims and non-Muslims living in Turkey. The
Ramadan Dinner events held by the Journalists and Writers
Foundation in 1994 were the first of their kind in terms of
bringing together intellectuals, politicians, and other promi-
nent figures who were believed to belong to different camps
and, hence, hold irreconcilable views. Such dialogue events
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were followed by similar ones bringing together the represen-
tatives of Catholic, Orthodox Christian, Jewish, and Armenian
communities in Turkey. Gülen’s visit with Pope John Paul II
in the Vatican in February 1998 was a highpoint for the devel-
opment of interfaith dialogue in Turkey. 

According to Sidney Griffith and Zeki Sarýtoprak, one
result of Gülen’s meeting with Pope John Paul II was that
Gülen and his associates received wide public support in Turkey.
At the same time, however, they were severely criticized by
hard-line secularists and radical Islamists.5 The first group
criticized Gülen’s initiative on the basis that such a meeting
required the state’s permission and that Gülen, by speaking
to the Pope on his own behalf to promote interfaith dialogue,
had signaled his desire to create an Islamic state with himself
as head. The second group criticized Gülen for degrading Islam
by engaging in dialogue with a non-Muslim leader. Griffith
and Sarýtoprak contend that the idea of interfaith dialogue
pioneered by Gülen in Turkey is rooted in his interpretation
of Islamic principles and Qur’anic verses, most notably the
basmala, the phrase recurrent at the beginning of all but one
of the Qur’an’s surahs.6 The phrase describes God as “the
Compassionate and the Merciful.” Repeating this phrase one
hundred and thirteen times, the Qur’an teaches Muslims to
be compassionate and merciful in their relations with their
fellow human beings and with nature. 

Moreover, Griffith and Sarýtoprak argue that Gülen’s inter-
faith dialogue efforts stem from his perspectives on Islam’s
ecumenical aspect. In other words, Islam not only accepts the
central role of such figures as Moses and Jesus, but also requires
good Muslims to incorporate the teachings of these figures as
part of their own faith. Similarly, for Gülen, not to believe in

10
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the Biblical prophets mentioned in the Qur’an is enough of
a reason to place someone outside the circle of Islam.7 Along
the same lines as Griffith and Sarýtoprak, Kurtz maintains that
Gülen advocates tolerance toward and dialogue with others
because of his commitment to Islam. According to Kurtz, the
pillars of Gülen’s method of dialogue comprise love, com-
passion, tolerance, and forgiveness, all of which Gülen derives
from Qur’anic teachings.8

GÜLEN AND THE MIDDLE WAY

The wide publicity that Gülen and the movement gained
throughout the 1990s also brought his views on modernity,
secularism, and other contemporary debates under scholarly
scrutiny. Kuru considers Gülen a moderate with regard to the
ongoing debate about the compatibility between Islam and
modernity. Kuru suggests that extreme modernists and reli-
gious fundamentalists ironically agree that the four features
of modernity (modern science, rationalism, the idea of progress,
and individual free will) are incompatible with the four
aspects of Muslim tradition (Islamic knowledge, revelation, a
conservative understanding of time, and the belief in destiny).9

In contrast, he argues, Gülen denies such an incompatibility,
seeing it as a false dichotomy, and takes a moderate position.10

Gülen contends that “Islam, being the ‘middle way’ of
absolute balance—balance between materialism and spiritu-
alism, between rationalism and mysticism, between worldli-
ness and excessive asceticism, between this world and the
next—and inclusive of the ways of all the previous prophets,
makes a choice according to the situation.”11

Along similar lines to Kuru, Thomas Michel argues that
Gülen’s criticism of both traditional and modern secular
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education systems illustrates his quest for a middle path
between modernity and tradition. Michel suggests that
Gülen’s criticism of the madrasas and the takyas (traditional
Islamic institutions of education) rests precisely on the
grounds that they do not meet the demands of modern life as
they lack the methods and tools for preparing students to
make positive contributions to the modern world because of
their failure to integrate science and technology into their
traditional curriculums. However, Gülen criticizes modern
secular schools for failing to convey spiritual and ethical val-
ues to students, even if they might be able to teach scientific
knowledge and technical skills. To resolve this, Gülen propos-
es an education system that integrates scientific knowledge and
ethical values.12 In this vein, Nilüfer Göle suggests that Gülen’s
integrated approach enables people to preserve what is best
and still valuable from the past as well as to accept and make
use of scientific and technological advances, whereas isola-
tionist approaches have been divisive and have polarized soci-
ety into secular versus Islamic, modern versus traditional, and
scientific versus religious camps.13

Regarding the relationship between science and religion,
Gülen seems to seek the middle way as well. Osman Bakar
suggests that Gülen finds the two not contradictory but com-
plementary.14 Gülen first distinguishes between absolute truth
and relative truth, which religion and science, respectively, seek.
According to Gülen, “Truth is not something the human mind
produces. Truth exists independently of man and man’s task
is to seek it.”15 Moreover, while religion represents those absolute
truths that are about the essence of the universe and have
existed since the creation of the universe, science represents
relative truths produced to help humanity understand those

12
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absolute truths. Gülen views religion and science as not gen-
uinely in conflict, since the latter depends on empirical data
and their rational—yet relative— interpretation by humans with
limited knowledge.16

GÜLEN AND EDUCATION

Along with his unusual views on modernity, secularism, and
science, Gülen’s views on education have also been studied
by scholars. Thomas Michel defines Gülen’s educational vision
as integrating the insights and strengths found in the various
education systems of the past and the present and as bringing
about a “marriage of mind and heart” in order to raise indi-
viduals of “thought, action, and inspiration.”17 According to
Michel, Gülen envisions an education system that would not
only teach students marketable skills, but also educate them
to have ideals: 

Gülen’s main interest in education is the future. He wants
to form reformers—that is, those who, fortified with a
value system that takes into account both the physical and
non-material aspects of humankind, can conceive and
bring about the needed changes in society.18

However, Bekim Agai considers Gülen’s vision of educa-
tion to be limited to the Muslim world. He claims that Gülen
aspires to use modern education to stop what he sees as a
process of decline in the Muslim world. He wants to create
an educated elite within the Islamic umma (community) in
general and within the Turkish nation in particular.19 In addi-
tion, Berna Turam suggests that the Gülen movement seeks
to reconcile Islamic culture and identity with a secular regime
by adopting modern educational techniques and putting them
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into practice in its schools.20 It can be noted, however, that the
ideas of these two writers do not appear to account fully for
the range of activities of Gülen movement volunteers in non-
Muslim and non-Turkic countries and communities.

DIFFUSION OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Most studies of the Gülen movement have focused on the
personality of Gülen himself. The movement has been explained
by examining Gülen’s own views on modernity, science, and
secularism. As a result, scholars have generally ignored the
precise mechanisms of diffusion of the movement and have
not linked the movement to existing theories of social mobi-
lization. The following section analyzes those key concepts
from social mobilization theory that can provide insight into
the successes of the Gülen movement. 

Doug McAdam and Dieter Rucht argue that two the-
ories, resource mobilization theory and political process
theory, have dominated the literature on social movements.
However, they contend, less attention has been paid to intra-
and inter-movement relations as a means of spreading.
Therefore, they have developed a model of cross-national
diffusion of ideas within social movements that emphasizes
both the role of interpersonal relations in encouraging an
initial identification of activist-adopters in one country with
activist-transmitters in another, as well as the role of non-
relational channels as the principal means of information
transmission once the initial identification is established.21

Differing from those mainstream diffusion theorists who
define diffusion as the spread of innovation, McAdam and
Rucht perceive the concept of diffusion, in more general

14
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terms, as the spread of ideas and practices. They suggest that
diffusion processes have so far been studied in such areas as
the spread of language, consumer goods, technology, and tech-
niques,22 but have not been examined in terms of the spread
of social movements. In order to apply diffusion theory to
social movements, McAdam and Rucht define diffusion in
more general terms as “the acceptance of some specific item,
over time, by adopting units—individuals, groups, communi-
ties—that are linked both to external channels of communi-
cation and to each other by means of both a structure of social
relations and a system of values, or culture.”23 According to this
definition, diffusion consists of four essential components:
first, a person, group or organization that serves as the emit-
ter or transmitter; second, a person, group or organization that
is the adopter; third, the item that is diffused, such as mate-
rial goods, information, skills, and the like; and fourth, a chan-
nel of diffusion that may consist of persons or media that link
the transmitter and the adopter.

In their model, McAdam and Rucht pay special atten-
tion to the channel of diffusion. They note that, depending on
the channel, there are two models: relational and non-relation-
al. The relational model is a traditional perspective on diffu-
sion, one marked by interpersonal contact between transmit-
ters and adopters. The non-relational model defines diffusion
as being carried out through means other than direct person-
al contacts, such as the media and literature. As McAdam and
Rucht note, the non-relational model was utilized first by David
Strang and John Meyer to explain the uniformity of policy
practices worldwide that could not be explained on the basis
of direct personal contact among policymakers. Strang and
Meyer concluded that “cross-national diffusion can occur in
the absence of high levels of direct contact, provided non-
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relational channels of information are available to a group of
potential adopters who define themselves as similar to the trans-
mitters and the idea or item in question as relevant to their
situation.”24 Taking their conclusion as the starting point,
McAdam and Rucht apply this model to the study of social
movements, specifically the interaction between the American
and the German New Left.

HOW DOES THE GÜLEN MOVEMENT DIFFUSE?

The relational and non-relational models of diffusion both
prove useful in explaining the spread of the Gülen movement.
The relational model explains the spread of ideas, values, and
vision through direct interpersonal contacts and relations,
whereas the non-relational (indirect) model explains the spread
through such non-relational channels as the media and liter-
ature. Nonetheless, to apply this diffusion theory to the spread
of the Gülen movement, it must differ from its original for-
mulation. McAdam and Rucht utilized the model to explain
the interaction and congruity between social movements that
are active in different national or transnational settings. The
Gülen movement case introduces a new dimension to the
model. Normally, the model assumes that both the transmit-
ter and the adopter are equivalent actors, that is, person and
person, group and group, or social movement and social move-
ment. According to the model, a social movement that is active
in one setting leads another movement that is active in anoth-
er setting to adopt similar activities through its interpersonal
relations with the latter and through non-relational channels
from that point on. However, in the Gülen movement case,
the movement originated in Turkey but went into different
communities and made contact not with another social move-
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ment, but with individuals and social groups that are not
necessarily engaged in collective action. In that sense, Gülen
movement participants initiate activities in this new setting
as local individuals and social groups mobilize toward realiz-
ing a shared vision of education. 

The Gülen movement shows that both models, relation-
al and non-relational, can operate simultaneously once inter-
personal relations initiate the diffusion process. Before the
movement participants launch educational and cultural activ-
ities in a new environment, be it a familiar or a completely
strange community, they first and most importantly identify
and make contact with local figures through personal visits.
These local figures mostly consist of influential local people,
such as bureaucrats, civil servants, clerics, intellectuals, and
businessmen and businesswomen. Through these first meet-
ings, the movement participants find an opportunity to artic-
ulate their motivations for starting up educational and cul-
tural activities in this new community. 

The main purpose of selecting the first contacts from
those who are influential in the local area is neither political
nor elitist. Rather, it is based on the understanding that such
people possess an ability to mobilize their society and help
certain ideas take root far faster than any other people can. In
addition, through these interpersonal relations, the participants
in the Gülen movement build trust with the local authorities
by going to them and introducing the vision of the move-
ment even before the local authorities learn about their exis-
tence and start investigating the movement’s purpose. Moreover,
movement participants continue their relationship with the
local authorities, assuring them that they are willing to be
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continuously monitored by local officials with regard to their
activities.25

The next chapter examines the discourse of the move-
ment participants based on the teachings and writings of Gülen
himself. In this discourse, the overarching concept is the idea
of hizmet (serving one’s fellow human beings). The chapter
explores the movement’s core concepts and ideas, while lat-
er chapters link these ideas with their reception among the
local individuals in a particular social setting. These chapters
demonstrate that it is not merely the ideas of the movement
that matter, but also the mechanisms that movement activists
employ on the ground in order to root their vision of socie-
ty in individual communities.
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The Hizmet Discourse of the 
Gülen Movement

A mature person is one who would say, “After you, sir!”
while both exiting from Hell and entering into Heaven. 

M. F. Gülen

The concepts that constitute Gülen’s outlook, and thus the
vision of movement activists, in this analysis, are wrapped up
in the overarching concept of hizmet (service to one’s fellow
human beings). Each principle that underlies Gülen’s teach-
ing derives directly from the idea of living to serve. These
principles include gaye-i hayal (the purpose of one’s life),
diðergamlýk (altruism) and baþkasý için yaþama (living for oth-
ers), mes’uliyet duygusu (sense of personal responsibility) and
adanmýþlýk ruhu (spirit of devotion). This chapter looks at
how Gülen elucidates these core concepts in his work and
how they are put into practice in the conduct of the move-
ment participants. Similarly, it tries to identify both the
underlying philosophy and the operational concepts that are
put into practice to analyze how the movement has spread, for
looking at both structural and operational concepts provides
a clearer picture of the conduct of the participants in the
movement. These operational concepts include sohbet and



hizmet (conversation and service), istiþare and mütevelli (collec-
tive decision making and board of trustees), and himmet and
verme tutkusu (personal commitment and passion for giving).
Throughout the analysis, this chapter uses Gülen’s original terms
for these concepts, along with their English translations. 

CORE CONCEPTS

Gaye-i Hayal (Purpose of One’s Life)

Gülen considers gaye-i hayal (purpose of one’s life) the key to
living: one’s ultimate purpose in life should be seeking the
Creator’s pleasure by serving the created (humanity). However,
serving the created and being productive for other human
beings depends on whether a person can preserve his or her
well-being. What determines whether one can and does pre-
serve one’s well-being is whether one has a purpose. In his
book, Buhranlar Anaforunda Ýnsan (The Human in the Whirlpool
of Crisis), originally published in the 1980s, Gülen argued:

Human generations can preserve their well-being only if
they have high ideals and goals. Those who do not have
goals eventually turn into walking cadavers. Every being in
Nature can be fruitful, productive and benefit other beings
only if it preserves its well-being. Similarly, a human can
preserve his or her well-being only with high ideals, goals
and his or her constant struggle and action to achieve those
goals. Just like inactive materials that gradually corrode,
human generations without ideals and goals, and hence
inactive, are destined to be dispersed.26

In another work The Statue of Our Souls, published in
English translation in 2005 (first published in 1998 as Ruhu-
muzun Heykelini Dikerken), Gülen explains the characteristics
of the mefkure insaný (person of ideals) as follows:
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A person of ideals is, first of all, a hero of love, who loves
God, the Almighty Creator devotedly and feels a deep
interest in the whole of creation under the wings of that
love, who embraces everything and everybody with com-
passion, filled with an attachment to the country and peo-
ple; they care for children as the buds of the future, they
advise the young to become people of ideals, giving them
high aims and targets; they honor the old with wholeheart-
ed regard and esteem, develop bridges over the abysses to
connect and unite the different sections of society, and
exert all their efforts to polish thoroughly whatever may
already exist of harmony between people.27

Gaye-i hayal is not a concept that originates with Gülen.
The concept has been scrutinized by other scholars prior to
Gülen. Traditional Islamic teachings suggest that one’s will and
carnal self are in constant struggle with each other. While the
former instructs people to do what is beneficial to the self and
to fellow humans, the latter instructs the person to do whatever
is pleasurable and whatever satisfies his or her desires. Hence,
the latter feeds selfishness. Gaye-i hayal is seen as an instru-
ment that can prevent a person’s mental capabilities from being
captured by his or her carnal self. In other words, gaye-i hayal
is the concept that makes a person live for others instead of
living only for himself or herself. Gülen demonstrates the prac-
tical application of gaye-i hayal in contemporary modern life. 

Gaye-i hayal is one of the most frequently repeated themes
in Gülen’s writings and public speeches. He articulates his
gaye-i hayal as achieving global peace through helping nations
educate their new generations with such universal ethical
values as dialogue, tolerance, altruism, and positive patriot-
ism. Patriotism seems contradictory to the former values, giv-
en that nationalism has been the main driving force behind
most of the wars and conflicts in the last three centuries.
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Thomas Michel stresses that the Gülen-inspired schools aim
to raise patriotic individuals who are well-versed in their own
nations’ histories and have national pride but are not preju-
diced about other nationalities.28 Michel argues that Gülen views
national pride as the sine qua non for new generations to
determine a clear vision for their nations. Gülen believes that
his gaye-i hayal of achieving global peace can only be fulfilled
by raising individuals who share common ethical values that
are shared by all religions, races, and nationalities. According
to Ali Ünal, Gülen’s advising his audience to open schools is
only a strategy employed to fulfill that gaye-i hayal.29 

How does gaye-i hayal relate to the chief criticism usual-
ly leveled at Gülen that he aims to create a state based on Islamic
principles? The ultra-secular factions of the state establish-
ment30 in Turkey have consistently speculated that Gülen’s
ultimate goal—and thus the basis of his teachings—is to estab-
lish an Islamic state. When the movement reached out first
to countries in Central Asia and the Caucasus and then to
those in Southeast Asia by the late 1990s, the same small group
in the establishment accused Gülen of conspiring to establish
a global Islamic state. Gülen has responded to these accusa-
tions by advising people to visit the schools and institutions
that have been associated with him and see with their own
eyes whether any sort of Islamic agenda is being carried out.
In 1997, Gülen proposed that the Turkish state take over the
schools if they were a threat to the secular regime, and he
suggested that he would even encourage the local entrepre-
neurs, educators, and parents who had established these schools
to turn them over to the state. In addition, he has consistently
stressed that he has no ties to these schools other than mere-
ly encouraging people to establish similar schools as often as
they can.31 During the same year, the political Islamist Welfare
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Party, which was the ruling party at the time and was later
banned by the country’s Constitutional Court, sought to build
a mosque in the middle of Taksim Square, the most liberal
and secular part of Istanbul. Gülen criticized the Welfare Party
for its policy and suggested that it build a school.32

There is also some evidence that people in the secular
camp who initially opposed Gülen have changed their views
about him and the movement as they have familiarized them-
selves with the schools and other institutions. My own inform-
ants stressed the transformation of their own views over time.
Cengiz Aydoðdu, a prominent journalist in Mardin notes,
“We, the social democrats, heard about Gülen initially
through the media only, and hence viewed him as a fanatical
Muslim leader. However, as we have had a chance to observe
the educational services that the movement has provided, and
as we have participated in their cultural activities, we have
realized that the Gülen movement is nothing other than an
‘education campaign’ and Gülen is a sincere Muslim in his
own way.”33 Similarly, Ziya Ayhan, a senior member of a small
business association states, “I am politically leftist and do not
share Gülen’s worldview. However, I find the Gülen move-
ment volunteers quite successful in the field of education
and occasionally participate in their activities. My daughter
goes to the Sur university preparatory course which has been
founded by Gülen movement volunteers. I trust them.”34 In
a similar vein, Ahmet Yusuf, a practicing lawyer in Istanbul,
stresses that “the Gülen-inspired schools all around the world
have been under the strict scrutiny of about ninety countries,
and none of these countries has considered these schools a
threat to themselves. Therefore, what a militant secularist group
in Turkey says does not make any sense.”35
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Diðergamlýk and Baþkasý Ýçin Yaþama
(Altruism and Living for Others)

Altruism or selflessness and living for others in the broadest
sense, are prerequisites for a person to dedicate himself or her-
self to an overarching gaye-i hayal of serving fellow humans: 

Just like a tree can grow in direct proportion to the strength
of its roots, man can improve himself and elevate spiritual-
ly in proportion to his ability to avoid selfishness and thinking
of self-interest.36

According to Gülen, diðergamlýk (altruism) is an essential
characteristic of a person who is dedicated to a grand ideal,
such as serving society. He considers diðergamlýk a source of
strength that prepares a person to face all sorts of difficulties
that can be encountered when trying to live for something
beyond oneself: 

Those who strive to enlighten others, seek happiness for them,
and extend a helping hand, have such a developed and
enlightened spirit that they are like guardian angels. They
struggle with disasters befalling society, stand up to “storms,”
hurry to put out “fire,” and are always on the alert for pos-
sible shocks.37

Gülen views the individual of gaye-i hayal as such an altru-
ist that he or she is willing to tackle society’s most burden-
some problems on behalf of its other members. According to
Enes Ergene, the grand ideal of living for others is the main
dynamic that Gülen thinks can lead to a society’s revival. Ergene
argues that without the heroes and heroines who are dedicat-
ed to the grand ideal to the extent that Gülen describes, it is
impossible for society even to preserve its identity and values
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inherited from historical experience, let alone carry out a
renaissance or revival.38

With regard to the prerequisites of a social revival, Gülen
describes the characteristics of those heroic individuals who
would carry out that revival:

Today, more than anything else, we need heroic individuals
who will say, “I will be happy to step into the Hellfire for the
happiness and well-being of my fellow humans,” …who,
putting their interests and selfishness aside, are devoted to
society, …who will willingly suffer on behalf of society, …who,
with the torch of science and reason in hand, illuminate
people and struggle against ignorance and unkindness,
…who, with a great resolve and dedication, extend help to
anyone in need, …who, without losing their hope in the
face of the difficulties on their way, will continue to do so,
…who, forgetting their desire to live, will rejoice in the
pleasure of letting live.39

Gülen emphasizes that just as important as having altru-
istic and dedicated heroic individuals is the necessity of these
individuals’ collective action; a collective revival is possible only
through the individual revival that must precede it. In this
way, Gülen views collective and individual revival as mutu-
ally dependent: 

Every plan and project for individual revival without a
motivation for collective revival and vice versa is nothing
but wishful thinking.40

For Gülen, individual life and collective-social life are
strictly dependent on each other. Even if for a period of time
each could occur independently, neither would be able to
preserve its own existence without the other. Ergene argues
that Gülen’s heavy emphasis on collective action results from
the Qur’anic teaching on human nature, “Humanity is not
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fond of charity by default; rather, humanity is inclined to
obstruct it naturally.”41 In other words, not only are individ-
uals not inclined to do charity work without an immediate
incentive, but they are also inclined to prevent others from
doing the charity work that they fail to do. Even if some indi-
viduals want to do charity work, it can be quite difficult for
them to do so consistently unless there are others doing the
same thing. However, collective action eliminates such obstruc-
tive individual tendencies that would sooner or later halt indi-
vidual efforts to live altruistically. Gülen considers reviving
the ideal of living for others in the minds and hearts of indi-
viduals as the ultimate responsibility.42 He believes that once
individuals adopt and keep struggling to fulfill such an ulti-
mate responsibility, their idle energy will be activated and hence
collective action will be sustained.43

Reading Gülen’s statements selectively about the char-
acteristics of individuals who have gaye-i hayal could natural-
ly make one inclined to ask whether Gülen is seeking to cre-
ate a sort of vanguard of individuals who possess all of these
merits and hence would lead the rest of society. After all, it
would be quite optimistic, even if Gülen does not seem to
think it so, to imagine the majority of society being as dedi-
cated as those Gülen describes in his teachings. If this is the
case, is he trying to single out a select group of people who
can seize control of society? 

Gülen avoids specifying a certain group or socio-econom-
ic class as his target audience. Instead, he seeks to convey his
message to any individual of any socio-economic status or of
any ethno-religious identity. Similarly, instead of one’s fea-
tures present at birth, he exalts certain values and character-
istics that every person can adopt and develop through indi-
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vidual effort regardless of ethnicity, religion, nationality or socio-
economic status. The “person of heart” (gönül insaný), for
instance, seems to be the ultimate definition that Gülen uses
to describe the characteristics of people dedicated to serving
their fellow humans: 

The person of heart is a monument of humility and auster-
ity, who is adjusted to spiritual life, who is constantly alert
against material and physical desires, and who is resolute to
stay away from hatred, vanity, jealousy, and selfishness.44

One can observe that Gülen’s universal call has been
received by people of different identities, backgrounds, and
socio-economic strata. Individuals who become involved with
the Gülen movement adopt its vision in proportion to their
adoption of Gülen’s values. Therefore, the variation among
individuals’ involvement and responsibilities within the move-
ment depends on how much responsibility they are willing
to assume. The accessibility of Gülen’s ideas to everyone involved
in the movement and subjection of these ideas to individual
interpretations ensure checks and balances within the move-
ment and, hence, the absence of a certain vanguard that inter-
prets and applies rules.

Mes’uliyet Duygusu 
(Sense of Personal Responsibility)

The sense of personal responsibility (mes’uliyet duygusu) is a
crucial concept in both adopting and practicing the hizmet
discourse. The concept is derived from the Islamic belief that
every individual will be held accountable for the way he or
she has lived and has spent the time and energy bestowed
upon him or her in this world. The Qur’an offers the belief
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that simply states that every individual will be resurrected in
the afterlife and held accountable for every moment that he
or she spent in this world.45 The Qur’an urges believers to use
their lives wisely and invest in the afterlife. In a similar fash-
ion, Prophet Muhammad says, “The world is the field of the
afterlife,” that is, whatever one sows in this life will be har-
vested in the afterlife. 

Subscribing to this school of thought, Gülen notes:

For me, the worldly life is only a small part of the life that
has started in the realm of souls and will continue indefi-
nitely either in Heaven or in Hell in the afterlife. And since
one’s afterlife is shaped by it, the worldly life is of the utmost
importance. Therefore, the worldly life should be used in
order to earn the afterlife and to please the One who has
bestowed it. The way to do so is to seek to please God and,
as an inseparable dimension of it, to serve immediate fam-
ily members, society, country, and all of humanity accord-
ingly. This service is our right, and sharing it with others is
our duty.46

If there is one concept that explains the individual
mobility that has brought the Gülen movement into being, it
is mes’uliyet duygusu, the sense of personal responsibility,
regardless of whether others fulfill their responsibilities or
not. In other words, individually mobilized by the mes’uliyet
duygusu, people come together and constitute a collectively
mobilized group. 

While explaining the difference between cemaat (com-
munity) and cemiyet (social organization), Gülen says that the
community associated with his ideas is a natural outcome of
the gathering of those individuals who have independently
felt responsible for serving others. That is, while cemiyet is a
result of individuals who have organized or been brought togeth-
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er in a hierarchical structure in order to achieve certain com-
mon objectives, the movement inspired by Gülen’s ideas is,
in contrast, a result of the gathering of those who have felt
personally responsible for fulfilling a similar objective. 

Gülen suggests that the community gathered for a cer-
tain prayer is basically a natural outcome of the gathering of
ordinary (and not necessarily related) individuals who have
felt the need to be there and perform that prayer at that time.
By the same token, he explains, ordinary, unrelated individ-
uals have come together to establish schools and carry out
cultural activities due to their belief in the necessity of edu-
cation, dialogue, and tolerance.47 What Gülen has provided,
then, is a road map for transforming collective energy into
productive endeavors directed toward all of humanity. As we
will see in detail in the following chapters, the most notable
end result of such a transformation has been the proliferation
of schools, university preparatory courses, and reading halls
established by individuals who share Gülen’s ideas.

Adanmýþlýk Ruhu and Gönül Ýnsaný 
(The Spirit of Devotion and the Person of Heart)

According to Gülen, adanmýþlýk ruhu (the spirit of devotion)
is the state of living in complete dedication to the service of
humanity and seeking to please God in so doing. In relation
to adanmýþlýk ruhu, Gülen introduces another concept, gönül
insaný (the person of heart), to describe a person who is ded-
icated to serving humanity and the Creator. Gönül insaný is
simply one who possesses adanmýþlýk ruhu and hence lives a
life fully dedicated to serving humanity and God. He stress-
es that nothing other than this could be such a person’s goal:
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The most significant features and the most reliable strength
of those who have dedicated themselves to the ideal of spend-
ing their lives in the quest to please God and be loved by
Him are that they have neither material nor spiritual expec-
tations. In the reckonings and plans of those dedicated to
seeking God’s pleasure, the concepts of cost, benefit, labor,
revenue, wealth, and comfort on which many worldly peo-
ple put great emphasis have absolutely no significance. These
concepts never constitute a criterion.48

Moreover, he describes the implications of adanmýþlýk ruhu
(the spirit of devotion) for one’s daily activities:

The philosophy of devotion instructs the individual to live
in adherence to high ideals, self-sacrifice from the simplest
pleasures such as eating and drinking, preferring a rather
simple life for the well-being and comfort of society.49

It is easy to observe the same philosophy of devotion
ruling the lives of ordinary individuals ranging from teachers
working in the Gülen-inspired schools to local people spon-
soring the schools and all other cultural activities. Thomas
Michel, the Vatican representative for interfaith dialogue, illus-
trates the extent of this devotion by reporting on a black-
smith he met during his visit to southeastern Turkey who
said, “I have a school that I am sponsoring in South Africa,
and that’s why I am working.”50 Similarly, Vahit Atak, a
Mardinian businessman who sponsored the construction of
Atak High School in Mardin, notes, “The well-educated teach-
ers whom we saw in the university preparatory courses opened
by the volunteers of the Gülen movement could normally
earn a salary at least three times greater than they earned in
Mardin. Yet, they preferred to come to Mardin, where nobody
would come unless they had to.”51 Such self-sacrifice is like-
ly to be seen at every level within the movement, regardless
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of one’s socio-economic status or gender. To a greater or less-
er extent, every individual affiliated with the movement has
the ideal of achieving the spiritual status of gönül insaný (the
person of heart).

Being a gönül insaný (person of heart) means simply that
the person is involved in a constant struggle with his or her
carnal self and material and spiritual pleasures; it is to have
no motivation other than pleasing God through serving His
subjects, all humanity:

A person of heart constantly struggles with himself or her-
self. Since such people are always busy seeking their faults
and fallacies, they do not seek to find others’ faults and fal-
lacies. They tolerate others’ faults. They respond with a smile
to the misbehavior of others and with good deeds to mis-
treatment, and never consider breaking the heart of any-
one, even if their own hearts have been broken fifty times.52

Similarly, people of heart carry out their every action and
activity in the belief that this world is the realm of service
but not of reward. They view serving humanity as the most
crucial duty on the way to pleasing the Creator. And no
matter how big and important are the accomplishments
that they achieve, they never think of attributing the suc-
cess to themselves and never seek a reward for that accom-
plishment.53

So, gönül insaný (person of heart), just like gaye-i hayal
(purpose of one’s life), diðergamlýk (altruism), baþkasý için yaþa-
ma (living for others), mes’uliyet duygusu (sense of personal
responsibility), and adanmýþlýk ruhu (spirit of devotion), can be
viewed as a key concept that elucidates certain patterns of
behavior one can observe within the Gülen movement. It is
difficult to explain in any way the local people’s resolve to
sponsor the movement’s educational activities other than to
say that they view the values that Gülen has put forth as the
core values of their faith and seek to deepen their faith by
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practicing those values in their daily lives. One can simply
conclude that these are the core concepts that explain the
motivations of individuals who somehow participate in and
promote the activities of the movement.

STRUCTURAL AND OPERATIONAL CONCEPTS

Beside the core concepts that elucidate the behavioral patterns
of those inspired by Fethullah Gülen, there are certain con-
cepts that underlie the structure and operations of the move-
ment. These concepts include hizmet (service), sohbet (conver-
sation gathering), istiþare (collective decision making), mütev-
elli (board of trustees), himmet (personal commitment), and
verme tutkusu (passion for giving).

Sohbet and Hizmet (Conversation and Service)

If hizmet is the sum of values and practices that instruct one
to serve one’s community, sohbet is the medium through which
the necessity for hizmet is communicated to individuals.
Sohbet has various meanings, such as “pleasant conversation,
verbal exchange on a certain subject within a group of indi-
viduals, and engaging in fellowship.”54 Operationally, howev-
er, within the practices of the Gülen movement, the mean-
ing of sohbet goes beyond mere conversation and becomes a
routine activity utilized by the movement participants to cul-
tivate a sense of service, reach out to ever more individuals,
and share the educational vision with new people. Sohbet is a
platform where individuals find an opportunity to socialize,
chat, and exchange ideas about their projects (either educa-
tion- or business-related), but absolutely nothing about pol-
itics or such potentially divisive subjects as nationalism, eth-
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nicity, and regionalism. These are generally avoided in the
sohbet, since participants’ differences of opinion concerning
secondary issues might eventually impede their cooperation
on the primary issue: building educational facilities and car-
rying out cultural activities to promote dialogue and tolerance
among different segments of society. Therefore, the move-
ment volunteers seek to use the sohbet forum to cultivate a sense
of commonality, address common needs and goals as opposed
to differences, and communicate the necessity of hizmet (lit-
erally “service,” used to mean “altruistic service for the good
of others”). 

The sohbet groups are mostly organized according to the
participants’ occupation, as long as there is a sufficient num-
ber of people, which could be as low as three or four partic-
ipants. For instance, public servants group together with their
fellows, while businessmen do so with other business own-
ers. The main idea of grouping the same or similar job hold-
ers, which is not ultimately necessary, is again to increase the
commonalities among the sohbet meetings’ participants so that
they can better socialize, share their experiences, and network
with each other. For the businessmen, these meetings also pro-
vide an opportunity to get to know potential business part-
ners, customers or suppliers.

Efforts of volunteers in the Gülen movement to awaken
a sense of hizmet at the public level have had broad implica-
tions for the community in Mardin, the main focus of my
empirical research. Sohbet meetings with those involved in
the health-care sector emphasize such values as self-sacrifice,
altruism, and living for others rather more when compared
to those meetings involving workers or businessmen. Sohbet
participants in the health-care services seek to encourage
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each other to stay in Mardin or at least in southeastern
Turkey, instead of leaving for either their hometowns or for
the bigger cities in western Turkey. They consider their serv-
ice as doctors or clinicians in Mardin as a way to express their
devotion and self-sacrifice to the Creator through serving
their fellow humans.

Participants study passages from various sources, but
mostly from Gülen’s works, since his teachings directly pro-
mote the values of the hizmet discourse. The reading activity
is not necessarily led by one person. Most of the time, par-
ticipants take turns reading and leading the discussion during
the meeting. The participants I have met reported that these
weekly meetings keep them motivated to serve in a region
where resources are quite limited, the patient–doctor ratio
extremely high, and social life almost non-existent.55

The sohbet meetings among local businessmen and work-
ers are carried out in a way similar to those carried out among
health-care specialists, for the same values of self-sacrifice,
altruism, and living for others are emphasized. However, in
contrast to the health-care sohbet meetings, which aim to keep
those service workers dedicated to serving in southeastern
Turkey, those of the businessmen are intended to encourage
participants to devote themselves to developing educational
facilities in Mardin. The main reason for this is that workers
and businessmen are mostly local Mardinians, as opposed to
the health-care specialists, who are mostly from the more
developed western cities.56

The sohbet meetings also serve as a seminar to help mod-
erate the views of some local mosque imams, who sometimes
sympathize with radical Islamist groups. One local business-
man, who volunteers to organize such meetings with the
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imams, stresses the moderating effects of the sohbet meetings
on those imams who are fond of such groups as Hizbullah57

and al-Qaeda. He notes, “In the beginning, some of the imams
despised us as ‘light’ Muslims. They criticized us for not tak-
ing up arms and embarking on an armed struggle or estab-
lishing a political party to pursue an Islamic regime. Gülen’s
teachings about Islam seemed sort of heretical to them.
However, as we kept reading and discussing the values of Islam
as Gülen has interpreted them clearly in his writings, those
imams gradually moderated their opinions and realized that
violence is not the way of Islam. Now they are asking why
we did not start those sohbet meetings earlier.”58 The meet-
ings’ moderating effect on the radical-leaning imams, prom-
ises minimization, if not eradication, of Islamist fundamen-
talism in Mardin, where it is believed that there are still forty
to fifty unofficial religious schools.59

Ýstiþare and Mütevelli (Collective Decision 
Making and Board of Trustees)

The sohbet meetings where the hizmet discourse is communi-
cated to the local people provide a pool of individuals who
volunteer to come together in istiþare (collective decision mak-
ing) meetings to ponder how to carry out the education proj-
ects. Gülen reportedly consults and is consulted by his imme-
diate friends and the community in general on issues ranging
from his daily life to the activities and projects of the move-
ment participants. Also, he urges everyone to do the same
both in their daily lives and in everything regarding the proj-
ects of the movement. Gülen advises: 

The important things which should be noted are: consul-
tation is the first condition for the success of a decision
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made on any issue. We have all seen how all decisions made
without having been thought through thoroughly, without
having taken into account the views and criticisms of oth-
ers, whether related to individuals in particular or to soci-
ety in general, have resulted in fiasco, loss, and great disap-
pointment. Even if a person has a superior nature and out-
standing intellect, if they are content with their own opin-
ions and are not receptive and respectful to the opinions of
others, then they are more prone to make mistakes and errors
than the average person. The most intelligent person is the
one who most appreciates and respects mutual consulta-
tion and deliberation (mashwarat), and who benefits most
from the ideas of others.60

Gülen’s sensitivity to consulting with his friends is emulat-
ed by the individuals who are, to varying degrees, involved with
the movement. The more involved they are with the activities
of the movement, the more they seem to strive to apply the
principle of istiþare in their conduct. As we will see in detail in
the following chapter, in Mardin the teachers in the university
preparatory courses and the local Mardin people who have
sponsored the various educational projects have repeatedly held
istiþares before opening each university preparatory course and
private school, as well as organizing public events where they
share their vision with the rest of the Mardin community. Given
the role of istiþare within the Gülen movement and the empha-
sis on collective decision making, the movement seems to func-
tion horizontally rather than vertically.

Operationally, the concept of mütevelli, or essentially a
board of trustees, has meant that the movement relies on
several small groups of individuals who have volunteered to
take on relatively more responsibility, whether overseeing
more projects or donating more money when compared to
other individuals. The mütevelli circle is open to anyone who
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consistently carries out the responsibilities that fall on his or
her shoulders. 

Himmet and Verme Tutkusu 
(Personal Commitment and Passion for Giving)

Personal commitment (himmet) is another key concept that
relates to both istiþare and mütevelli. In essence, it refers to
one’s personal commitment to carrying out the duty at hand,
be it sponsoring a school project or reaching out to as many
people as possible to share the movement’s educational
vision. Operationally, himmet seems to be a sine qua non for
one’s contribution to fulfilling the educational vision. In oth-
er words, the more one commits—be it money, time or
effort—the more one cares about the success of the educa-
tion projects. The act of giving or committing itself seems to
be more important than the amount given or the sort of
commitment. Himmet is, in this way, a sort of instrument to
tame one’s carnal self through sacrifice. However, himmet
does not seem to be a prerequisite for involvement in the
activities of the Gülen movement.

“Those who sense the pleasure of giving become sort of
crazy for giving,”61 remarks Asýlsoy, a local Mardin business-
man who donates a sizeable proportion of his annual income
to the ongoing education projects carried out in Mardin. He
recalls that he promised himself that he would donate ten
times more the following year than the amount he had donat-
ed the first time he had participated in a himmet meeting (at a
fundraising dinner), which had been for the construction of
the first university preparatory course in Mardin. For Davut
Bey, another local Mardinian who has been active in carrying
out educational projects from the very beginning, himmet (per-
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sonal commitment) does not mean only “donating whatever
you have on your own, but it also means promising to pro-
cure.”62 In this regard, he recalls his and his friends’ frequent
trips to such large cities as Istanbul, Ankara, and Izmir to solic-
it support from wealthy businessmen who are originally from
Mardin in the form of both cash and supplies. For those who
have willingly assumed the responsibility to donate and pro-
cure resources, himmet seems to have turned into a passion
for giving (verme tutkusu). Among these people who are “crazy
for giving,” as Asýlsoy puts it, the common denominator of
both a peddler and a prominent business leader is the passion
for giving. What varies is only the amount of their donations
or the extent of their commitment.

In conclusion, having a gaye-i hayal is one of the most
emphasized subjects in Gülen’s writings and public
speeches. He considers it to be crucial to one’s life and sug-
gests that one’s ultimate goal should be seeking the Creator’s
pleasure by serving humanity. Gülen finds a direct relation
between one’s having a gaye-i hayal and one’s well-being.
That is, one can live a productive life only if one has an ulti-
mate ideal that serves the common good of society or all of
humanity. An individual who lacks such an ideal, glorifies his
or her own interests, and judges himself or herself according
to the standards of society essentially becomes a walking
cadaver who will, sooner or later, lose his or her spiritual
essence, even if he or she remains physically alive. With
regard to this, Gülen attributes the utmost importance to
having a gaye-i hayal for one’s spiritual development.

Gülen introduces two complementary concepts that
enable one to live one’s life dedicated to an overarching gaye-i
hayal (purpose of one’s life): diðergamlýk (altruism) and baþkasý
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için yaþama (living for others). He considers altruism and liv-
ing only in order to be of benefit to fellow human beings as
the essential source of strength for a person with gaye-i hayal.
Gülen never specifies a certain group of people based upon
their socio-economic status, ethnicity, religion or nationality;
rather, he promotes universally accepted ethical values that
anyone can adopt.

Furthermore, he introduces the concepts of mes’uliyet duy-
gusu (sense of personal responsibility), and adanmýþlýk ruhu
(spirit of devotion) as two mobilizing factors that enable one
to adopt the notion of serving one’s fellow human beings as
a grand purpose. Although gaye-i hayal and diðergamlýk (altru-
ism)/baþkasý için yaþama (living for other) complement each oth-
er and enable one to dedicate oneself to serving humanity,
mes’uliyet duygusu (sense of personal responsibility) is the notion
that encourages the individual to adopt the former two con-
cepts and practice them in daily life. Adanmýþlýk ruhu (spirit of
devotion) is another complementary characteristic that instructs
one to remain motivated and focus one’s attention on pleas-
ing the Creator through serving His subjects. 





4 

Emergence and Development 
in Mardin

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The development of the Gülen movement in Mardin has
taken place in such a way that it can be explained, to a great
extent, by using the diffusion theory developed by McAdam
and Rucht to explain the spread of social movements.
However, it also presents a unique example of a particular
social movement mobilizing individuals who were not pre-
viously engaged in any form of collective action, in a non-
familiar community. In that sense, as opposed to the
diffusion theory model of social movement–social move-
ment interaction, the Gülen movement presents a model of
social movement–individual actors. In other words, the dif-
fusion theory model requires the existence of a social move-
ment in the new community that can cooperate with the
social movement that intends to diffuse into that communi-
ty. The Gülen movement, however, does not cooperate with
another social movement that is already active in the com-
munity. Instead, volunteers make contact with local individ-
uals, share their vision with them, and mobilize with them to
realize that vision in that particular community.63



McAdam and Rucht have drawn attention to the role of
inter- and intra-movement relations in understanding the spread
of social movements. According to their model of the cross-
national diffusion of ideas, the initial interpersonal relations
encourage the identification of activist-adopters in one coun-
try with the activist-transmitters in another. Once the first con-
tact has been made, the inter-movement relations are strength-
ened through such non-relational channels as media and lit-
erature. According to this model, the diffusion of one social
movement into another country consists of four fundamen-
tal components: the transmitter or emitter (person, group or
organization), the adopter (person, group or organization), the
item that is diffused (material goods, information or skills),
and a channel of diffusion that links the transmitter and the
adopter (media, press or persons). 

The way the Gülen movement has spread into Mardin
satisfies McAdam and Rucht’s model in that the spreading
process has involved all four of the model’s components: Gülen
movement activists are the transmitters; Mardinian local
people (individuals) are the adopters; Gülen’s educational vision
is the item that has been conveyed; and, lastly, such activities
as fellowship circles, books, audio cassettes, and trips are chan-
nels of diffusion. However, its spread into Mardin also exhibits
a unique characteristic that is not described in McAdam and
Rucht’s model. Their model requires the presence of trans-
mitting and adopting social movements as equivalent coun-
terparts. That is, their model portrays the diffusion of social
movements as sharing ideas and practices and strengthening
relations between two social movements in different societies.
Even if the forms of transmitter and adopter vary (e.g., per-
son–person, person–organization or organization–organiza-
tion), eventually the social movement that is to be diffused
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carries out that diffusion in cooperation with another active
social movement that exists in the new setting. However, the
Gülen movement spreads through the mobilization of indi-
viduals in the new setting, including those who are not nec-
essarily attached to each other. Its diffusion consists of the four
fundamental components found in the model of the cross-
national diffusion of a movement’s ideas; however, the adopter
is not a “social movement” but “individuals.” In this regard, the
case of the diffusion of the Gülen movement into Mardin
contributes to understanding how social movements spread
through mobilizing individuals. 

The diffusion of the movement into Mardin started in
1988 with one young man’s visit with Fatih Asýlsoy, a hard-
ware store owner who would soon be the first and foremost
Mardinian to foster the Gülen movement’s educational activ-
ities. Asýlsoy notes that he began to learn about the Gülen
movement and its educational vision through his frequent “tea
conversations” with a young man who was doing his military
service in Mardin at the time.64 It took almost a year for this
person to tell Asýlsoy about Gülen, who was a prominent
Turkish Islamic scholar and viewed as a leader of a contem-
porary faith-based civil society movement. Asýlsoy attributes
the young man’s reluctance at that first meeting to the ongo-
ing political conditions in Turkey and to the existing peculi-
arities of Mardin at that time. 

In general, faith-based or Muslim social movements have
been welcomed by the public, especially by people who prac-
tice the interpretation of Islam, while radical movements
have not found popular support. Nevertheless, the ultra-sec-
ular state establishment in Turkey has always viewed all sorts
of Islamic movements as a threat to the secular regime and,
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therefore, has suppressed their development severely. Due to
such official policies, several unsuccessful attempts have been
made to prosecute Gülen himself for allegedly “establishing
a religious enterprise against the secular regime.”65 While such
Islamic movements as the Nakshibandi and Kadiri Sufi orders,
as well as such moderate Islamic communities as the Nur
movement,66 have been quite popular in Turkish society, the
ongoing Hizbullah67 experience in the southeastern region
(which includes Mardin) in the late 1980s and early 1990s made
the local people “extremely suspicious of any social move-
ment that has a religious characteristic,”68 as Imam Abdulbari
of Nusaybin notes. Hizbullah’s frequent civilian killings in the
region, which it justified on the basis of Wahhabi principles,
have made “the local people quite cautious about religious
movements,”69 stresses Murat Salim, a local store owner in
Nusaybin. In addition to all of these likely reasons, the “emer-
gency status” in the entire southeastern region due to the PKK
problem (the separatist Kurdish terrorist organization) brought
many civil initiatives under official scrutiny in Mardin. 

Under these circumstances, Fatih Asýlsoy and the young
man developed a strong friendship through weekly tea con-
versations (sohbets),70 during which they pondered the chron-
ic problems of Mardin, such as the lack of sufficient
education facilities, the increasing number of unskilled and
unemployed youth, and the concomitant problem of unem-
ployed youth joining either the PKK or Hizbullah. These
sohbets, which started with only Asýlsoy and the young man
in 1988, continued and attracted more people from Asýlsoy’s
immediate friendship circle and other Mardin businessmen
and workers through 1991.
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THE FIRST SOHBET GROUP

Between 1988 and 1991, periodic sohbet meetings served as
an agent of outreach. These meetings took place in the par-
ticipants’ houses on a rotating basis, and through them more
people were brought to understand the necessity of doing
something to combat the deprivations in the city, especially
in the field of education. Most of them agreed that the state
was unable to provide the necessary education services not
only in Mardin but in all of southeastern Turkey. In fact,
some of them even thought that the ultra-secular state delib-
erately deprived the region of schools and other basic servic-
es to punish the region’s Kurdish population. Either way, the
unchanging realities were that the number of unemployed
and uneducated youth in Mardin was steadily increasing and
that these people constituted the main recruitment source
for both PKK and Hizbullah.71 Eventually, they all agreed that
the local people would have to bear the responsibility of tack-
ling the education problem in Mardin. 

Once the “consciousness for education” campaign reached
a certain point within the sohbet group, the individuals who
were more aware of the education service projects of Gülen
movement volunteers and the corresponding vision of edu-
cation brought up the idea of actually establishing such insti-
tutions. Starting with the Yamanlar and Fatih high schools in
Izmir and in Istanbul, respectively, in 1982,72 the success of
Gülen-inspired institutions in the field of education had gained
the public’s approval. As a result, the process of establishing
the schools has continued in different Turkish cities ever since. 

Amid the increasing deficiency of state-funded public
schools, these Gülen-inspired schools seem to have distin-
guished themselves from their counterparts by their well-round-
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ed and research-based education and their unprecedented
success in international science contests.73 For the first time,
Turkey was winning championships in science contests because
of the efforts of students attending the Fatih and Yamanlar
high schools. More importantly, these schools were established
and run as a result of completely civic initiatives. In that sense,
they constituted a model for people in other cities. The suc-
cess of the schools has sent out the resounding message that
the citizens themselves can solve their education problems
and cannot expect everything from the state. In fact, the Fatih
and Yamanlar examples meant that the public could handle
the education issue much better than the state.74

After becoming acquainted with Gülen’s educational
paradigm, people in different cities began to visit these two
high schools to see how this vision was applied. They then
embarked on building similar schools in their own cities.
These businessmen were mostly those who had been attend-
ing Gülen’s public sermons, in which he frequently empha-
sized the importance of education and called for the building
of modern schools instead of mosques. Basically, he used his
growing public popularity to encourage people to increase
the number of such schools. In other words, one successful
school in one city triggered the construction of similar schools
in different cities. Hasan Doðru, a businessman who funded
the entire construction of a school in the city of Kilis in 1997,
noted that he decided to do so after his visits to the Fatih,
Yamanlar, and Samanyolu high schools in Istanbul, Izmir,
and Ankara, respectively.75 Another school whose construction
was triggered in this way is Sunguroðlu High School in Gazi-
antep, a relatively more developed city adjacent to Mardin. 
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Throughout this period, Gülen-inspired schools prolif-
erated in different cities and gained one success after anoth-
er in both the national university admissions tests and in
international science contests. The local people of Mardin
learned about these schools through the media. Eventually,
the sohbets that had started in Mardin in 1988 were coupled
with frequent trips to Gaziantep in order to see what the edu-
cational vision of the Gülen movement was actually about. 

A LEARNING EXPERIENCE

During these trips, the still small Mardin sohbet group found
an opportunity to see Sunguroðlu High School and the uni-
versity preparatory courses in Gaziantep and to meet with
teachers and businessmen who, respectively, taught at and fund-
ed these institutions. For about three years, until late 1991,
one trip to Gaziantep followed another, as Asýlsoy put it.
Through these trips, the Mardin businessmen in the sohbet
group both strengthened their relations with each other and
their belief in the common cause of Mardin’s education cam-
paign, which had been the main topic of their meetings. More
importantly, actually seeing the practical application of the
movement’s educational vision caused them to realize that the
whole education campaign was not mere rhetoric, but had
practical applications. 

As the Mardin businessmen visited Sunguroðlu High
School, they imagined the same school established in Mardin,
a city that faced the chronic problems of insufficient num-
bers of both schools and teachers. In addition, when they saw
students at the university preparatory course in Gaziantep,
they imagined the unemployed youth of their city attending
these courses and becoming eligible to attend university and
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thereby avoiding falling prey to either PKK or Hizbullah
recruitment.76 As well as the students and the facilities, the
teachers and businessmen affiliated with these schools deeply
impressed the Mardin sohbet group. In many ways, these trips
to Gaziantep were a learning experience for the Mardin group.

The group had a chance to observe certain values of
hizmet discourse77 in the daily lives of the Gaziantep teachers
and businessmen associated with the city’s Gülen-inspired
schools. Hayri Bey of Mardin notes, “Most of us were quite
impressed to see teachers, who were originally ethnic Turks
from modern western cities like Istanbul and Izmir, coming
to the underdeveloped Southeast and preparing ethnic Kurdish
or Arab students for the university admissions test.”78 He
stresses that these teachers, with their degrees from Turkey’s
top universities, could easily have got high-paying jobs in
one of the western cities; however, they had decided to come
to southeastern Turkey, a place to which teachers usually come
only if they have to. Similarly, Davut Bey notes, “We were
stunned to see the teachers’ dedication. After teaching class-
es for eight hours a day, they would stay until eleven o’clock
at night or midnight in order to assist the students with their
studies in the dormitories. They would do so without extra
payment.”79 More pragmatically, Fatih Asýlsoy notes, “Teachers
were quite dedicated, but I did not think that they were like-
ly to come and teach in Mardin just as they do in Gaziantep.
After all, Mardin was much more deprived socio-economi-
cally and insecure, due to the PKK and Hizbullah problems,
compared to Gaziantep.”80

The Gaziantep businessmen’s dedication and self-sacri-
fice matched that of the teachers. Hayri Bey stresses that he
had never witnessed people competing with each other to
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donate more for a school building project until he attended a
himmet (personal commitment) meeting in Gaziantep during
one of these trips. Erhan Bey emphasizes that the people who
donated in these meetings included not only businessmen,
but also workers, teachers, and civil servants, and that their
common characteristic was “the passion for giving.”81 He
stresses that regardless of the size of their income, these peo-
ple were eager to donate a sizeable amount of their annual
income or monthly salaries for the construction of schools
and dormitories. Asýlsoy offers the concept of ihlas (purity of
intention), another theme that Gülen has frequently
stressed, to explain this extraordinary behavior. Ihlas means
to seek only God’s pleasure in one’s work.

These people, including both the teachers and the spon-
sors, believed that they could achieve real ihlas through self-
sacrifice with no expectation of any sort.82 What the Mardin
sohbet group saw in these people’s behavior and daily interac-
tion was actually nothing other than the values of hizmet dis-
course that Gülen has cultivated and communicated through his
public meetings and writings since the early 1960s. Observing
the discourse values on site, the Mardin sohbet group has, in
this way, transferred know-how from Gaziantep to Mardin
in order to mirror the education activities in its own city.

THE FIRST ÝSTÝÞARE MEETING

The educational vision of the Gülen movement started to
materialize in Mardin in late 1991. After its prolonged involve-
ment with the Gaziantep sohbet group, explains Asýlsoy, the
Mardin sohbet group succeeded in bringing Akif Bey, an expe-
rienced teacher in Gaziantep’s Sunguroðlu High School, to
Mardin in order to coordinate the city’s prospective educa-
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tion projects. Simultaneously, the Mardin group internalized
the hizmet discourse, as it was the first time the Mardin group
had gathered to determine an agenda in the istiþare, which
took place two days after Akif Bey arrived. The main item on
the agenda, notes Asýlsoy, was to locate a building to house the
first college preparatory course in Mardin that the Gülen
movement volunteers planned to provide.83

After a long search, the group found a city-government-
owned, four-storey, half-ruined building in Upper Mardin.84

Akif Bey and Asýlsoy contacted the city council and the gov-
ernor in order to rent the building. Asýlsoy reports, “Neither
the council members nor the governor believed that we could
accomplish the university preparatory course project.”85 The
council was reluctant to rent the building, arguing that just
like previous educational projects, the group would collect
tuition fees from local people, register their children, and then
run away after a few months because of the city’s socio-eco-
nomic and security conditions. In response, Asýlsoy reas-
sured the council by offering his business and other posses-
sions as collateral against this occurring. During the bargain-
ing process, one council member clandestinely asked for a
bribe and guaranteed that he could persuade the council to
rent the building at a cheaper price and for a longer period.
However, Akif Bey strictly opposed this proposal, saying that
“we cannot serve our legal cause by illegal means!”86 Asýlsoy
stresses that Akif Bey’s reaction to that bribery proposal, a
routine part of daily interaction in Mardin, and his sensitivi-
ty to any sort of illegality taught the Mardin group a lesson:
the hizmet discourse and illegality are mutually exclusive, and
those providing hizmet have to follow the legal path, even if
doing so increases their burden. Eventually, the Mardin group
rented the building for ten years.
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SPONSORS AND TEACHERS WORK AS LABORERS

Using Gülen’s teachings and hizmet discourse, Akif Bey, who
also coordinated the education facilities, consistently assisted
the Mardin group in adopting the hizmet principles. It seems
that the foremost of these principles was fulfilling the istiþare
agenda: either establishing a university preparatory course or
building a dormitory with their own resources, and seeking
other individuals who would be willing to take responsibility
for the education projects. So, Akif Bey and the other six
teachers who came to teach at the yet-to-be-established uni-
versity preparatory course cleaned and rebuilt the half-ruined
building and encouraged the group’s members to do the same.
Davut Bey notes, “It was quite difficult for us to do that in
the first place. After all, we all had a certain status within the
Mardin community.”87

Since he shared these feelings with Davut Bey, Asýlsoy
pledged to donate funds to hire workers for the reconstruc-
tion and cleaning effort. In response, Akif Bey took the mon-
ey Asýlsoy offered, saved it for future expenses, and contin-
ued to clean the building. On many similar occasions, Akif
Bey sought to teach the Mardin group members to use their
extremely limited resources wisely and not to rely on others
for what they could do themselves. As the number and size
of the projects grew, they hired regular workers; however,
they have always adhered to the principle, ‘Do as much as you
can yourself and save for future projects.’ Asýlsoy remarks,
“Working in construction and carrying out ordinary work by
ourselves, which we would normally not do, we not only
saved money for our future projects, but also tamed our car-
nal selves and developed a sense of ownership of the educa-
tion projects that we would accomplish.”88
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Although this “do-it-yourself ” principle of the Mardin
sohbet group sometimes led to wrong interpretations, it also
helped them build trust with the local authorities. On the one
hand, seeing Akif Bey and the other locally well-known peo-
ple unloading construction materials and remodeling the old
building all by themselves, the local people in the neighbor-
hood were quick to speculate, “Akif Bey and his friends are
members of a clandestine organization and do not want to
risk anyone else finding out their plans, so they did not hire
any construction workers.”89 Similarly, seeing Zeynel Bey,
the manager of a local bank, working in construction, one of
his employees at the bank lamented, “Why didn’t you tell us
that you needed extra money? We could have helped you.
You didn’t have to work in construction.”90 Nevertheless, the
group members kept working at the construction site on
evenings and weekends. Doing so taught them self-sacrifice
for the benefit of others, stresses Asýlsoy. 

On the other hand, seeing Akif Bey and other locally well-
known people in the group working on a weekend, the gov-
ernor of Mardin was surprised and concluded that these peo-
ple were dedicated enough to accomplish the school-dormi-
tory project they had in mind. The governor’s trust in the
Mardin group influenced the council’s and other local bureau-
crats’ opinions of this group or, in other words, of the Gülen
movement that soon would be personified by the Mardin
group and its education projects. The group has effectively
utilized the local authorities’ trust in them as a reference and
has sought to establish dialogue with all parts of Mardin soci-
ety. Being non-political has made it easier for Gülen move-
ment participants to develop relations with both right-wing
and left-wing people in Mardin. Cihan Sancar, the mayor of
Kýzýltepe, stresses that she does not share Gülen’s worldview,
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and yet she appreciates the schools and other facilities estab-
lished with his vision.91 As Orhan Tutkun, a senior adminis-
trator in the Gülen-inspired schools in Mardin, puts it, “We
have friendly relations with the majority of Mardin society.
More accurately, we do not have unfriendly relations with
any segment of the society.”92

THE FIRST HIMMET MEETING

The principle of relying on their own funds and seeking indi-
viduals who are willing to take responsibility for the educa-
tion projects has been one of the most powerful mobilizing
factors in the growth of the movement in Mardin and else-
where. Relying completely on individual donations and not
accepting any sort of government aid made it necessary for
the movement to reach out to more people who would assume
the necessary responsibility, in order to complete any project
at any given time.93 Basically, the movement had to expand in
order to survive. Two concepts of hizmet discourse were empha-
sized in this growth process: sohbet groups and himmet meet-
ings, which have complemented each other. In addition, the
need for the latter necessitated the proliferation of the former,
since these meetings are the arena in which people could
familiarize themselves with the projects to which they would
eventually commit themselves. So, the groups’ proliferation
depended on reaching out and sharing the educational vision
with more people and getting them involved in the projects.

The Mardin sohbet group has overcome financial bottle-
necks, as well as consequent disruptions in establishing the
first university preparatory course and several other Gülen-
inspired institutions in their town, by simply resorting to the
himmet meetings. Asýlsoy recalls, “When we started to rebuild
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the half-ruined building, our entire fund was roughly equiv-
alent to one thousand US dollars, which was the sum of dona-
tions from the teachers. We spent that entire fund even before
the construction was halfway done.”94 Once the funds ran out,
Akif Bey suggested holding a himmet meeting with the teach-
ers and the four or five people in the sohbet group to procure
funds that would enable them to establish the university
preparatory course. Until then, “giving” was a merit that the
Mardin group members had heard Gülen promote frequent-
ly in his public speeches and writings and had talked about
and appreciated in their gatherings but had not practiced. The
himmet meeting included both donating and a variety of oth-
er options: seeking willing donors in either Mardin or other
cities, procuring construction materials and equipment as dona-
tions from their suppliers, committing an amount of person-
al physical work in the construction effort, and other things.
In fact, Akif Bey had already asked the group members to
pledge their own physical work toward cleaning the building.
Everyone in the group promised to work either after hours or
during the weekend until the construction was finished.
Therefore, they were familiar with himmet even if they had
not pledged their money yet. 

Eventually, group members held the first himmet meet-
ing. Some pledged money, some promised to seek individu-
als and collect the amount of money they had pledged, and
others promised to do both. The earlier trips to Gaziantep, dur-
ing which the group members had had a chance to observe
himmet meetings there, made it easier to hold a similar meet-
ing in Mardin. The donors in Gaziantep had set an example
for their counterparts in Mardin. In addition to that, the enthu-
siasm of the six teachers (including Akif Bey) to donate from
their limited salaries encouraged the other people in the Mardin
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group to donate. That himmet meeting, followed by others,
helped complete the establishment of the university prepara-
tory course.

At this point, it is crucial to distinguish between a himmet
meeting and a fund-raising meeting. In general terms, a him-
met meeting can be viewed as a fund-raising activity, although
it goes beyond mere fund raising both in style and purpose.
While a fund-raising meeting emphasizes the sum of the
donations collected, a himmet meeting emphasizes the act of
“giving,” regardless of the amount given. 

Participants are encouraged to give (donate) as much as
they can; they are encouraged to join the group of givers. In
the hizmet discourse, the act of “giving”—meaning self-sacri-
fice for the good of others—is portrayed almost as worship-
ping God. Gülen frequently recalls the himmet meetings dur-
ing the time of Prophet Muhammad and praises the
Companions for their passion for “giving.” Gülen frequent-
ly refers to the first two caliphs, Abu Bakr (who donated
everything he owned) and Omar (who donated half of
everything he owned), while speaking about himmet meet-
ings and the act of “giving.”95 In this regard, it is not unusu-
al to see peddlers donate half of their daily income or busi-
ness owners donating half or more of their annual income.
The two contemporary examples of such donors that Gülen
frequently mentions are, respectively, Lahmacuncu Fethi
(“Fethi, the sandwich-peddler”) and Kemal Erimez, “the
owner of mountains.”96 The former used to donate all of his
daily revenue from selling sandwiches to the fund estab-
lished for Yamanlar High School, the movement’s first pri-
vate school, which was established in Izmir in 1982. The lat-
ter was a rich businessman who owned diamond jewelry
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stores and donated his entire wealth to the funds established
to open schools in Central Asia.97 In addition to his financial
donations, Kemal Erimez was actively involved in education
projects and took a role in opening schools in Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan, Kyrgyzstan, and Uzbekistan, despite his
advanced age. He remained in Tajikistan during the civil war
in order to open the Tajik–Turk High School in Dushanbe,
although the Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs had urged
all Turkish citizens to leave because of security conditions.
So, these are examples of people going beyond donating their
money by becoming actively involved in the education proj-
ects of the movement and seeking to achieve God’s pleasure
by forcing themselves to give everything they can. 

Mehmet Ali Þengül, another teacher and preacher and
one of the first individuals to take part in the service projects
in Turkey, notes that at a himmet meeting in a city in central
Turkey that was attended by university students and where
he was the guest speaker, “some donated money, and some who
did not have money donated their watches and jackets.”98

With regards to giving, Gülen suggests that “every child must
be educated to get used to ‘giving,’ starting at a very early age.
Children should be taught that giving has more merit than
taking.”99 The contemporary examples of those passionate for
“giving” are businessmen and most of the teachers at the
Gülen-inspired schools, who fund at least one student’s
monthly expenses out of their limited salaries.100 Hadji Burhan
of Midyat-Mardin notes, “The Erdem brothers, owners of
Erdem Holding, were two Mardinian businessmen in
Istanbul who funded the construction of the dormitory in
Midyat after we visited them with a group of people from
Midyat.”101 For them, himmet is not ordinary fund-raising but
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a way of worshipping God, examples of which they have seen
in Prophet Muhammad’s life.

In a similar fashion, along with others in the Mardin soh-
bet group, Fatih Asýlsoy donated as much as he could in the
first himmet meeting and promised himself he would donate
ten times more in the next year’s himmet meeting.102 He adds
that he asked God in his prayers to help him fulfill his prom-
ise. However, Akif Bey recommended that he donate an amount
of himmet five times more than what he had in mind. Asýlsoy
recounts, “Thank God! I was able to pay my annual himmet,
which was about five times more than that of the previous
year, in the two months following the himmet meeting.”103

Erhan Bey, who participated in this himmet meeting, men-
tions the “passion for giving” that he observed in the himmet
meetings in Gaziantep as the main motivating factor for him.104

Over time, these meetings became standardized as annual him-
met meetings in which participants would pledge their annu-
al donations. Yet, they have also remained a tool that is uti-
lized in case of financial crisis.

THE ISSUE OF ACCOUNTABILITY

Who monitors the flow of donations and whether the funds
are spent wisely? The operational structure of the movement
is designed to minimize any likely mismanagement of the
funds collected and suspicions in that regard. Firstly, all of the
decisions regarding a service project are taken by a group of
people who are in charge of the project in question. The
individuals in the istiþare group are also those who procure
the funds both by donating on their own and by seeking oth-
er donors. Therefore, they become automatically alert to any
misuse of the funds. Orhan Tutkun, general manager of a
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group of Gülen-inspired schools in Mardin, explains, “The
managing board of the company that runs all these educa-
tional institutions in Mardin consists of local Mardin people
who are also the most prominent donors.” He stresses that the
local people who donate in the himmet meetings are knowl-
edgeable about the status of the ongoing projects at any giv-
en time, for they are personally responsible for many of them.
Therefore, it is quite easy for them to monitor how the received
donations are used. Tutkun adds, “The donors mostly feel
obliged to seek other donors upon realizing that the dona-
tions already accumulated are not sufficient to complete the
project in hand.”105 On this issue, Vahit Atak has a pragmatic
approach, saying, “Seventy percent is a good return on an invest-
ment. I was initially cautious about where the money goes.
Seeing well-educated graduates of these schools is worth every
dollar I donate, even if some thirty percent of it might be
wasted due to likely mismanagement.” He adds, “Also, I do
not believe that the teachers and administrators of these schools
would steal the donations. After all, if they were interested in
money, they would not come to Mardin for sure.”106

It seems that the project groups in the movement have
sought to maintain transparency in financial issues by charg-
ing a group of donors, instead of an individual, with both
procuring and allocating the funds. Since most donors are
somehow involved in the project for which the donations are
being pledged, they monitor the flow of donations and check
on whether they are spent wisely. This group (instead of indi-
vidual) monitoring of funds does not necessarily rule out the
possibility of mismanaging the funds, but it does seem to
minimize it. For those projects in which the donors have no
direct involvement, information is available in the istiþare meet-
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ings, as those who attend these meetings discuss not only
new projects, but also those that are ongoing.107

THINKING BIG

Thinking big and the consequent need for more funds to
establish more university preparatory courses led the Mardin
mütevelli (board of trustees) of the Gülen-inspired schools to
larger cities, such as Istanbul, Izmir, and Ankara. The increas-
ing number of the students in the first university preparato-
ry course made it necessary to establish a second one that
could hold more students. Ibrahim Bey, the project coordi-
nator who succeeded Akif Bey, proposed that the mütevelli
contact Mardinian businessmen and other wealthy people liv-
ing in the large cities in order to seek their financial support
for ongoing and future education projects in Mardin. During
a visit with wealthy Mardinians, a businessman in Istanbul
donated the land which would be used for the current uni-
versity preparatory course building in downtown Mardin. In
cooperation with their counterparts in Istanbul and other large
cities, the Mardin mütevelli reached out to both Mardinian
and non-Mardinian businessmen and sought their contribu-
tions, either in cash or supplies. 

Some businessmen, especially small- and medium-size
manufacturers, have donated their own products (e.g., furni-
ture, construction material or school appliances), which has
made the procurement and mobility of resources proceed
faster. Hayri Bey of the Mardin mütevelli notes that they col-
lected truckloads of furniture and appliances on most of
these trips.108 Another significant contribution has come
from Ankara, the capital city of Turkey. In 1996, the estab-
lishment of the new university preparatory course was dis-
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rupted again because the funds that had been collected from
the people in the Mardin sohbet groups had all been spent.109

Asýlsoy notes that in the himmet meeting held prior to build-
ing the downtown facility for the university preparatory
course several people donated both money and their cars.110

Nevertheless, new funds were still needed. Malik Bey, the
project coordinator who succeeded Ibrahim Bey, proposed
visiting wealthy Mardinians in the larger cities again. Malik
Bey, Asýlsoy, and several other people in the Mardin mütevel-
li visited Ismail Bölükbaþý, a wealthy Mardinian businessman
in Ankara who owns a chain of gas stations, in order to solic-
it about five billion Turkish lira (approximately twenty-five
thousand US dollars). They explained the situation back
home and expressed the need to complete ongoing projects.
To their great surprise, notes Asýlsoy, Ismail Bölükbaþý prom-
ised to donate three times the amount they had asked for
every month.111 Similar examples of ‘giving’ have followed,
one after the other, as a result of other visits to wealthy
Mardinians. 

At this point, one could argue that the Gülen movement
has brought the concept of vakýf (charitable trust), which was
utilized during the Ottoman era, back into daily life in a
modernized fashion.112 The experience of the Mardin mütev-
elli demonstrated that the ordinary people they contacted,
whether rich or not, were all eager to donate for a cause that
they thought would be beneficial for the common good.
Moreover, Gülen and people inspired by him have mobilized
idle resources, not for building larger and modernized mosques,
but for building modern schools that follow officially endorsed,
secular curricula. In that regard, the movement’s develop-
ment of education facilities in Mardin has been made possi-
ble largely by mobilizing idle resources from elsewhere.
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Those the Mardin mütevelli contacted in the larger cities were
mostly aware of the Gülen movement and its education cam-
paign, so it was not difficult for the Mardin mütevelli to
procure resources from them. In addition to sharing the
vision of the Gülen movement participants with the Mardin
mütevelli, the non-Mardinian contributors helped establish
Mardin’s education facilities out of a sense of contributing to
the development of one of their country’s least-developed
and most problematic areas.

THE FIRST PRIVATE SCHOOL: “TEACH THEM TO FISH ...”

The idea of opening a private school—in fact, the first and
only private school—in Mardin came about during one of
the Mardin mütevelli’s trips to Istanbul in 1995. The wealthy
Mardinians living there advised the Mardin mütevelli to con-
tact the Atak family.113 During their visit with the family, the
Mardin mütevelli explained the situation of Mardin’s educa-
tion projects and invited the family to see the projects on site.
Dr. Vahit Atak, owner of a private hospital and several shoe
factories, expressed his family’s desire to do something for
their impoverished hometown. He suggested that they build
a public bakery to distribute free bread to Mardin’s poor peo-
ple every day.114 In response, Ibrahim Bey, the project coor-
dinator at that time, suggested that this would be like feeding
the poor people a fish every day. He then asked why they did
not teach the poor people how to fish, that is, provide them
with the skills needed to earn their bread every day.115 Mahmut,
Vahit Atak’s brother, was initially opposed to what he thought
were the vision and activities of the movement and, accord-
ing to Vahit, thought that the Gülen movement was a reli-
gious movement that was deceiving people and sought, as its
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ultimate goal, to establish an Islamic state. Nevertheless, the
Mardin mütevelli convinced the Atak brothers to visit Mardin.

This visit not only changed their idea about what should
be done for the poor in Mardin, but also about the education-
al vision of the Gülen movement. The most striking experi-
ence for them was seeing the teachers constructing the build-
ing that would house the university preparatory courses. Vahit
Atak mentions how he was ashamed to see teachers sacrific-
ing their time and energy for his hometown, “After all, none
of these teachers was from Mardin or from southeastern Turkey
for that matter. They had all graduated from good universi-
ties and could have made good money elsewhere.” He con-
tinues, “Yet, they came to Mardin, where socio-economic
deprivation was at its peak and security was not guaranteed
because of the PKK terror in the early 1990s.”116

On the same trip, they witnessed similar scenes in each
province of Mardin. In Midyat, recalls Vahit Atak, they saw a
half-finished and disrupted university preparatory course
building that could not be continued because of a lack of funds.
By the end of this trip, realizing that the current number of
university preparatory courses was not meeting the demand
in Mardin and that the number of applicants was increasing,
the Atak brothers decided to build a school instead of a bak-
ery. Seeing the actual need on the ground, what had been done
to meet that need, and that the number of Mardinian stu-
dents eligible for university increased dramatically after the
university preparatory courses were established, they made
up their minds. Also, unlike his brother, Vahit Atak already knew
about the Gülen movement and had visited several of the
schools. Therefore, he knew what to expect as a return on his
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investment. This pre-knowledge expedited the realization of
the private school idea.

The way Vahit Atak adopted the hizmet discourse illus-
trates the general pattern of how the movement has mobi-
lized resources and expanded the field of its activities. Long
before meeting the Mardin mütevelli, Vahit Atak had heard
about the Gülen movement and its educational vision in
Istanbul from a 1988 conversation with his neighbor. Ever since
then, he had participated in the sohbets in which Gülen’s edu-
cational vision was always one of the main topics. Moreover,
he was already contributing to the educational activities by
giving scholarships to poor students in Gülen-inspired schools.
He had also joined several trips to the Fatih and Yamanlar
high schools. He had formed a good impression of the edu-
cation system in these schools, a secular education system
strengthened with universal ethical values displayed in the
teachers’ attitudes, as Vahit Atak puts it. He notes that he had
observed quite an improvement in the manners of his extend-
ed family’s children who were students at Fatih High School. 

In addition, during his visit to Yamanlar High School, Vahit
Atak had attended one of Gülen’s public addresses where
Gülen had urged the audience to build schools. After that,
Vahit Atak stresses, he started to consider building a school as
an option. The Mardin mütevelli’s visit to the Atak family coin-
cidentally took place in the days following Vahit Atak’s visit
to Yamanlar High School. Therefore, he did not resist the
Mardin mütevelli’s request to build a school identical to the
Fatih and Yamanlar high schools. 

The process that started with Vahit Atak’s first encounter
with participants in the Gülen movement in a sohbet meeting
and eventually resulted in his decision to build a school in
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Mardin has repeated itself, with different actors, in most of
the places that now have a Gülen-inspired school. Therefore,
one can conclude that the sohbet meetings are a sort of public
sphere that communicates the educational vision of the Gülen
movement to more and more people and that, consequently,
meeting participants, depending on their capacities, have
contributed to realizing that vision.

THE PROLIFERATION OF SOHBET GROUPS

The sohbet meetings have been the main tool in reaching out
to more and more individuals and sharing the Gülen move-
ment’s educational vision.117 They have constituted the pool
of individuals out of which the mütevelli groups, which have
felt more responsible for carrying out the education projects,
have been formed. 

This process is evident in the development of the activ-
ities of the Gülen movement in Mardin. It started in 1988
with conversations over tea with several local people in
which such general themes as the need for educational facil-
ities and the problem of youth unemployment and its con-
tribution to increased support for both PKK and Hizbullah
were discussed. These conversations gradually assumed a
more organized form through the participants’ collective
decision making that then brought the education project of
the Gülen movement to fruition in Mardin first, and then in
many different Turkish cities. 

The participants in the first Mardin sohbet group, Fatih
Asýlsoy, Hayri Bey, Davut Bey, and a few others, felt respon-
sible for completing those education projects and therefore
traveled to larger cities to seek funds and physically helped
build the facility for the university preparatory courses if need-
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ed. Basically, they moved on from the sohbet meetings and
became mütevelli members by willingly taking on direct and
indirect responsibilities. Through a similar process, Vahit Atak
has become a mütevelli member in Istanbul. He learned about
the educational vision of the Gülen movement through the
sohbet meetings in which he participated at his neighbor’s
invitation. As he notes, he serves in the Mardin mütevelli on a
voluntary basis and tries to develop that town’s education
infrastructure.118 Thus, for both the Mardin group and Vahit
Atak, the process of becoming a mütevelli member and assum-
ing more responsibility started with the sohbet meetings. That
is to say, the individuals in the sohbet groups, depending on
their personal preference, may or may not take on more respon-
sibility. This does not necessarily require more financial capac-
ity, but more individual dedication.

This process is intact in Mardin today. The Gülen
movement volunteers continue to use the sohbet meetings as
a means to communicate their educational vision to more
people in Mardin. As the movement has reached more peo-
ple and the number of the sohbet groups has increased, these
meetings have become more homogeneous in terms of the
participants’ social characteristics. The main purpose of this
seems to be the idea of increasing commonalities among the
sohbet participants. These commonalities are based on the
participants’ similarities in profession and residential prox-
imity so that they can better connect with each other and
continue their dialogue outside the sohbet meetings.
Otherwise, the groups are not based on the participants’
socio-economic status or ethnicity. 

Mardin’s sohbet groups have been categorized mainly
according to the participants’ professions: doctors, teachers,
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workers, civil servants, imams, and so on. I participated in a
doctors’ sohbet meeting, which was basically a social event for
civil servants in the health-care sector.119 The event included
a dinner and tea conversation in which the main themes were
the shortcomings of the local health-care system, the diffi-
culties of working in this sector, and what could be done to
improve the conditions. One participant stated that the meet-
ings are quite refreshing for him after a week of heavy work
in the hospital, and that they provide an opportunity for him
to see friends he would normally not see, since everyone has
a busy schedule. 

The sohbet meetings include a short discussion session
following a reading of part of a book either by Gülen or by
another author. The books or articles read usually emphasize
the values of the hizmet discourse: altruism, giving with no
expectation of return, self-sacrifice for the common good,
piety, and self-criticism. Murat Bey of Kýzýltepe, organizer of
the imams’ sohbet meeting, notes that there has been a sub-
stantial change in many imams’ ideas since they started to
participate, “Some imams who more or less have some affin-
ity with Hizbullah and approve radicalism initially had a
problem with the Gülen movement’s educational vision and
questioned why the movement is not taking up arms or
establishing a political party. …After several sohbet meetings
in which they acquainted themselves with the Sufi interpre-
tation of Islam in Gülen’s writings, their views in favor of the
use of violence in the name of religion have been minimized,
if not eradicated.”120 Therefore, the sohbet meetings have had
a moderating effect on those imams.

The Gülen movement does not seem to be a male-dom-
inated movement. Every activity from sohbet meetings to mütev-
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elli groups is held among women as well.121 The ethno-reli-
gious identities of the women vary greatly and include Turks,
Kurds, Arabs, and Assyrian Christians.122 A history teacher in
Atak High School notes that “the sohbet meetings and other
social activities, such as the breakfast and dinner events, con-
stitute our main tools to communicate with our students’ par-
ents.”123 She states that at least once a week, the mothers of
the Atak High School students as well as their friends, who are
not necessarily related to the high school, get together in the
sohbet meetings to discuss and set an agenda to reach out to more
women and get them involved in their activities. The most
notable of these activities are reading competitions and group
visits to villages; distributing food, clothes, and books in these
villages; and trying to convince parents in the villages to send
their daughters to school. She emphasizes, “The parents in
the rural areas are quite sensitive about their daughters going
to school and losing their morality. Seeing us as a role mod-
el, they trust us and are easily convinced to send their daugh-
ters to school.”124 In addition, she explains that every month
the women organize a reading competition, encourage each
other to read as many books of their choice as possible, and
reward the winner at the end of the month. Like the men’s
meetings, the women’s meetings constitute the pool of indi-
viduals from which the mütevelli groups are formed. “Some
of the women,” explains the history teacher, “like to be more
involved in organizing events and take on more responsibil-
ity, so they become the members of a mütevelli group, which
requires more time, effort, and dedication.”125

One of the most critical questions about these meetings
is the following: What is it about the sohbet meetings that brings
people together? By the same token, what is it about them that
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prevents the sohbet groups from dissolving as a result of the like-
ly differences of opinion among the participants? First, it seems
there are several issues, as opposed to just one, that might
appeal to the participants. Based on my interviews with par-
ticipants, I conclude that some joined to socialize with peo-
ple who have common interests, such as the same profession
or living in the same neighborhood; for some, it was the teach-
ing aspect, as well as the reading and discussion sessions; for
others, it was the Sufi interpretation and practice of Islam
taught in Gülen’s writings; and, finally, for some, it was the
education campaign of the movement. This last group of par-
ticipants seems to be more dedicated and involved in organ-
izing activities and carrying out the education projects. They
not only donate but also seek donations from their friends
and relatives. In this way, still being a part of the general soh-
bet groups, they naturally form the local mütevelli groups.

In the next chapter, I will examine the institutions and
their activities that have come into being as the result of the
diffusion of the movement in Mardin. These institutions include
the Sur university preparatory courses, Atak High School, and
the reading halls. 
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Gülen-inspired Institutions in Mardin

SUR DERSANESI: UNIVERSITY PREPARATORY COURSES

Sur Dersanesi is a pioneer in Mardin in preparing the local
youth for the national university entrance exam. Before Sur
Dersanesi, a few organizations had attempted to run university
preparatory courses in Mardin. However, they had ceased
their operations either because of financial hardship or the secu-
rity problems caused by the PKK and Hizbullah in the 1980s.
In other words, they fled Mardin without fulfilling their
promises to the local people to prepare their children for the
national university entrance test.126 This unfortunate prece-
dent initially made it difficult for the local participants in the
movement to obtain the necessary official endorsement from
the local government. 

In 1992, Mardin participants in the Gülen movement suc-
ceeded in opening their first university preparatory course,
which was also their first local institution. Ever since then,
the expansion of the movement in Mardin has been focused
on opening university preparatory courses. Currently, the vol-
unteers run four university preparatory courses in the sur-
rounding counties of Kýzýltepe, Derik, Nusaybin, and Midyat.
These courses serve the students not only in their own coun-
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ties but also in nearby counties. For instance, since there is
no university preparatory course in Dargeçit yet, students com-
mute to the closest county (Midyat) to attend the course.
Opening another branch of Sur Dersanesi is always one of the
top items on the agenda of the mütevelli in Mardin. In that regard,
Mardin’s mütevelli is currently negotiating with the local author-
ities of Savur, another county in Mardin, to obtain a license and
rent a building to open a university preparatory course there.

The growth of Sur Dersanesi in Nusaybin is similar to that
of its branches in the other counties. According to Murat Salim,
a local store owner and resident of Nusaybin, the city has been
heavily influenced by both the PKK and Hizbullah: “Between
1989 and 1993, the region was under the complete control of
the PKK. For instance, if there was an incident that required
a judicial process, the parties had to first see the regional admin-
istrator of the PKK. If they went directly to the official court,
then the PKK punished them for that wrongdoing.”127 He sug-
gests that Hizbullah, the counter-guerilla group, took over
control of Nusaybin from the PKK after 1993. About this time,
Gülen movement participants opened a first university prepara-
tory course in Nusaybin. Murat Salim notes, “Sur Dersanesi
in Nusaybin had about ten to fifteen students in 1996, but
the number of the students has grown every year. The num-
ber was 280 in 2004, 480 in 2005, and 900 in 2006.”128

This growth has mirrored the growth in the other coun-
ties, such as Kýzýltepe and Derik, which are under heavy PKK
influence. Fatih Asýlsoy, a local businessman in Mardin, recalls
that he and Akif Bey, coordinator of the education projects,
had to look for a rental building to open the first university
preparatory course in Kýzýltepe in 1994 while most of the
stores were forced by the PKK to shut down during the day
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time.129 Today, even though Kýzýltepe is still a PKK strong-
hold, the local people send their children to Sur Dersanesi.

The educational vision of Gülen and the movement par-
ticipants appeals to the citizens of Mardin for various reasons.
For the local people who are not necessarily attracted to the
movement’s emphasis on moral values,130 these schools and
university preparatory courses are mere service providers that
will educate their children in modern facilities that no other
school in Mardin can match. For those who are sensitive about
moral values, the Gülen-inspired institutions are places where
their children will receive the education necessary for their
career, as well as adopt Islam’s ethical values. Several respon-
dents I interviewed, who would fall into the latter group, not-
ed that they sent their children because the teachers at the
school are practicing Muslims and do not have such bad habits
as smoking or drinking alcohol that could negatively influ-
ence their children. 

In fact, religious piety and the avoidance of smoking,
drinking, and other harmful habits are the main characteris-
tics associated with any individual who is actively involved
with the Gülen movement. Therefore, this general public per-
ception about the emphasis on Islam’s moral values makes
the Gülen-inspired schools appeal to the Mardinians who pri-
oritize those moral values. However, the teachers’ habits are
the reason some other parents do not send their children to
the Gülen movement schools. “The teachers do not prosely-
tize or teach religion to the students,” says one parent, “but they
dress so well and behave towards students in such a friendly
way that my daughters were taking them as a role model…
[but] I know that there is no better school to which I can send
my daughters.”131
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So, the reason for supporting the movement varies from
the merely utilitarian to sharing a similar moral outlook.
However, the mere fact that a majority of Mardinians, regard-
less of their political views, support the educational vision of
the movement in its presence in their county or city shows
that the Gülen movement has been able to appeal to various
segments of Mardin society by addressing their common
needs and providing solid services to meet those needs.

ATAK KOLEJI: ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
HIGH SCHOOLS

Atak Koleji is the first and so far the only private school in
Mardin. Its construction, which is still ongoing, started in
1996. In the meantime, however, the school has registered
students and provided an education. The construction of the
school has been funded solely by a wealthy Mardinian fami-
ly (the Ataks) that has been residing in Istanbul since 1974.
The family decided to build the school upon the encourage-
ment of a group of Mardin’s local businessmen and a teacher
who share Gülen’s educational vision and believe that increased
educational facilities are the only remedy for Mardin’s under-
development and the way to solve southeastern Turkey’s ter-
rorism problem. When the Atak family visited Mardin and
saw that non-Mardinian teachers, despite all the deprivations
they suffered there, were dedicating themselves to educating
Mardin’s children and youth at the university preparatory
courses, the family was stimulated to contribute to the Gülen-
inspired educational projects in Mardin. They are still con-
tributing.132

Just as it is the first institution in Mardin to be funded
solely by a civic initiative, Atak Koleji is the first in terms of
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other characteristics. It has become a meeting place for the
area’s different ethno-religious groups, most notably Kurds
and Arabs. The school is located halfway between Kýzýltepe
(Mardin’s largest county) and the city center of Mardin,
which are, respectively, strongholds of ethnic Kurdish and
ethnic Arab populations. According to reports made by Atak
Koleji teachers, even if the Kurds and Arabs have not
engaged in a visible conflict, they have not quite intermin-
gled either.133 As a result, they report, there are elderly ethnic
Kurds in Kýzýltepe who have never stepped in the Arab-pop-
ulated city center of Mardin and vice versa. In addition to
Kurdish and Arab students, the school also has Assyrian
Christian students. It follows a secular curriculum approved
(and periodically inspected) by the Turkish Ministry of
Education. Atak Koleji is a co-ed school and has about three
hundred and fifty students taught by thirty teachers, fourteen
of whom are women.134 This student diversity exemplifies the
main thesis of this research: the education projects of the
Gülen movement are able to bring together very different
segments of society by addressing and providing solid servic-
es for the common needs of each segment. Especially in
today’s Turkey, where DEHAP (The Democratic People’s
Party) is perceived as the political wing of the separatist PKK
organization, it is remarkable to see that Atak Koleji has been
able to gain the trust of and therefore enroll the children of
DEHAP’s most notable figures. 

THE ATAK DIFFERENCE

The school is unique in Mardin for its education system and
the opportunities it provides to its students. Like the Fatih,
Yamanlar, and Samanyolu high schools,135 Atak Koleji in Mardin
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prepares its students intensively for international science
contests and for the national university entrance and place-
ment test that every high school graduate has to pass in order
to attend a university. Along with the natural sciences (e.g.,
physics and chemistry) and math, English as a second lan-
guage and computer science are also taught at much higher
levels than they are at the city’s public schools. In fact, the
majority of the public schools lack teachers for such basic
courses as math and physics, let alone English as a second
language and computer science; Atak Koleji, on the other hand,
provides students with opportunities to set up their own clubs
for English, computer science, physics, and other subjects. The
school achieved a ninety-five percent success rate in the uni-
versity entrance and placement test last year. Eighteen out of
nineteen graduates passed the test, and nine out of the eight-
een were able to enter medical school. The local people’s pas-
sion for medical school has made Atak Koleji even more pop-
ular since half of its graduates were admitted to prominent
medical schools. 

The school prioritizes its students’ development in terms
not only of academic skills, but also of social and physical skills.
Throughout the year, the students organize science fairs,
exhibitions, theater plays, music performances, chess tourna-
ments, and such sporting events as soccer and basketball tour-
naments. The teachers encourage each student club to organ-
ize its own events and participate in those of the other clubs.
The school principal Oðuz Ozan explains, “At the end of
every school year, a fair is held among the student clubs;
these clubs present the activities and accomplishments they
have achieved in that year. The local people are invited to the
fair and are asked to vote for the best clubs. The students are
free to invite as many people as possible, including those with
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no affiliation to the school, in order to increase the number
of votes for their club. Last year, the students brought about
five thousand people from the city to visit the fair, and sought
to increase the number of their votes.”136 Ozan believes that
this voting application helps familiarize students with demo-
cratic election practices.

Similarly, Atak Koleji encourages student clubs to be as
active as possible not only within the school campus, but all
over Mardin. The villages’ reforestation activities constitute
the main portion of the contribution of the student clubs to
the city. In cooperation with MARKOYDER (Mardin Village
Development Association), the student clubs contact the
administrator (muhtar) of a village and set a date for planting
trees in the village, which is heavily deforested. MARKOY-
DER provides the plants, and the students of Atak Koleji plant
them in partnership with the residents of the chosen village.
In fact, the students become the mobilizing factor and the
villagers do the planting. After this activity, the village residents
undertake to continue the planting in the rest of their defor-
ested fields.

ATAK KOLEJI IN PUBLIC

Most of the student club activities involve public participa-
tion. However, Atak Koleji also holds events and activities
throughout the year that are specifically designed to educate
students’ parents and local people about the need for more
educational facilities in Mardin. These include public semi-
nars, literacy courses, social gatherings, and dinner events.

Principal Ozan states that they try to use every opportu-
nity to be in contact with parents. In this regard, they hold
periodic “Sunday Breakfast on Campus” events to get together
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with their students’ parents; they go on picnics together; and
they hold frequent teacher-parent meetings to discuss the
children’s current situations. Through these informal social
gatherings, notes Ozan, the school maintains strong relations
with parents and makes them feel responsible for their chil-
dren’s development. In this way, the school shares responsi-
bility with the parents to better educate the students. 

Moreover, the school organizes public seminars that are
followed by dinner events. Through these public seminars,
the school shares its vision and future projects with the local
people and seeks their contributions. The contributions come
in the form of individual donations, registering their chil-
dren for school, and personally being involved in carrying
out the projects. The goal of these public seminars does not
seem to be to convince the local people to send their children
to Atak Koleji; rather, it is to convince them to send their chil-
dren to any school. In fact, the tuition fees mean that only
parents with enough money can register a child at Atak Koleji,
unless the child is awarded a scholarship by the school.137 In
encouraging the local people to send their children to any school,
the ultimate goal is to overcome the indigenous parental tra-
ditions of not sending their sons to school after a certain age
and of not sending their daughters to school at all. 

In addition to public seminars on campus, school teach-
ers organize field trips to the villages in cooperation with
MARKOYDER and seek to convince those parents who do
not attend these seminars to send their children to school.
This approach has been quite effective, especially in increas-
ing the number of girls attending school. When the female
teachers of Atak Koleji talk with the parents, they are exam-
ples of what their daughters might become if they are educat-
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ed. In other words, when parents meet with female teachers
who observe their religious duties and yet are modern, well-
educated, and self-confident, they are easily convinced to send
their daughters to school. Mothers in villages, especially, have
become more enthusiastic about sending their daughters to
school, upon meeting female teachers of Atak Koleji, since
they themselves have never had the chance to go to school
and, as a result, have experienced many deprivations. 

A mother from Surgucu village laments, “I was not
allowed to go even to elementary school and was married at
a very early age.” She continues, “I did not have much say in
my immediate family, let alone the extended one, but I am
quite happy for Hatice [her daughter] because she is going to
high school now in Balýkesir [a western city]. Even now, her
father consults her for her ideas on issues. She has the oppor-
tunity to influence her father’s decisions. She will be a strong
woman and a good mother.”138 Hayri Serhat of Kýzýltepe,
father to three daughters, two of whom are attending univer-
sity to become a medical doctor and a school teacher respec-
tively, and one of whom is preparing for the university
entrance exam, says, “In Mardin, especially in rural areas,
parents are willing not to send their daughters to school at all
if they are doubtful about moral and security conditions at
the school. ...Now most of them send their daughters to the
courses and to Atak Koleji because they see the female teach-
ers in these institutions as role models for their daughters.”139

Thus, the university preparatory courses and Atak Koleji
have been effective in increasing the number of rural girls
from Mardin attending school.

In addition, the school educates parents through liter-
acy courses and by encouraging them to get involved in stu-
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dent club activities. The teachers at the school make extra
time throughout the year for free public literacy courses in
order to raise the literacy rate in the city.140 Local women
attend the classes on campus and learn how to read and
write. For parents who are already literate, the school
designs activities to encourage reading. Principal Ozan
mentions a “Twenty Minutes’ Reading a Day” program that
Atak Koleji has applied on campus. According to the pro-
gram, every day at a certain time all teachers, students, and
support personnel in the school stop whatever they are
doing and read a book of their own choice for the next
twenty minutes while listening to music in the background.
Ozan states that they wanted to involve the students’ par-
ents in the reading program as well. They therefore held a
seminar on campus to communicate how important
parental involvement in the reading program is to encour-
aging the students to read more. The school rewards the
parents who have read the most books at the end of the
school year at the students’ graduation ceremony.

Finally, as a part of its public relations, Atak Koleji
holds frequent dinner events for different professional
groups throughout the year. The school has hosted lawyers,
medical doctors, civil servants, workers, and other profes-
sional groups at these dinner events. Through these events,
the school has sought to increase the participants’ aware-
ness of the necessity for more education facilities and to get
them to contribute to the educational projects. In this way,
they have shared the educational vision of the Gülen move-
ment in Mardin. 

The school has also organized field trips to surrounding
cities for the people they have hosted on campus. The pur-
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pose of these trips, according to Atak Koleji’s teachers, is to
show the practical results of the educational vision that they
have discussed in the public seminars. During these recreation-
al trips, they also visit the Gülen-inspired schools in these
cities. Atak Koleji has been so active in public relations and
has held so many dinner events that the local people joking-
ly call it “Atak Restaurant.”141

MARKOYDER AND MOSDER 

MARKOYDER (Mardin Village Development Association)
and MOSDER (Mardin Reading Halls Association) are civic,
non-governmental organizations which were established by
individuals inspired by the Gülen movement, and which seek
to provide educational services to Mardin’s rural areas. Both
organizations were founded in 2004 and operate in coopera-
tion with each other and Atak Koleji. MOSDER’s emphasis
is, by definition, on opening reading halls in the impoverished
rural areas, where there are no university preparatory cours-
es despite the sizeable student population. The main objec-
tive of the reading halls, as Þükrü Bey, the administrator of
Dargeçit’s reading hall puts it, is to provide books and media
so that young people who are not able to pay for the univer-
sity preparatory course can prepare individually for the nation-
al university entrance exam and, if not old enough to go to
university yet, can spend time reading instead of wasting it
on the streets.142 MARKOYDER has a larger scope: it makes
contact with villages through village administrators or the vil-
lage mosque imams, identifies the village’s needs, and seeks
resources to meet those needs.
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MOSDER

MOSDER has several branches in Mardin, one of which is
in the highly impoverished and isolated Dargeçit province.
Dargeçit does not have a bank, despite its more than seven
thousand inhabitants, and has one entrance, which also
serves as an exit and a military checkpoint. The main reason
for such deprivation and heavy military control seems to be
a combination of the local people’s implicit support for the
PKK, frequent clashes between the PKK and the Turkish
security forces in the vicinity of Dargeçit, Ankara’s neglect
when it comes to developing Dargeçit, and the resulting
absence of investment. MOSDER’s reading hall opened in
February 2005 and serves about one hundred and fifty stu-
dents. The students are encouraged to spend as much time as
possible there reading or studying for the national university
admissions test. The students stress that the reading hall has
helped them organize their preparation for the university
admissions test by providing them with a study place and test
books, and that without these they would not be able to pre-
pare very well in their poor and crowded houses. In terms of
procuring the testing materials and books, MOSDER coop-
erates with both Atak Koleji and Sur university preparatory
courses in Mardin.

MARKOYDER 

Compared to MOSDER, MARKOYDER has a more com-
prehensive scope for its activities, from providing educational
facilities to distributing food and clothing to poor villagers.
The operational relation between the two organizations is
such that MOSDER goes into a village if MARKOYDER
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identifies a need for a reading hall in that village, and they
cooperate in opening the reading hall. In addition,
MARKOYDER, in partnership with the teachers from Atak
Koleji, visits families in the villages and tries to convince par-
ents to send their children to school, especially their daugh-
ters, since the indigenous conservative culture impedes girls
from going to school. Fethi Bey, the head of MARKOYDER,
reports that they have been in contact with more than a hun-
dred villages so far. 

MARKOYDER and Atak Koleji also work together in
rural reforestation activities. MARKOYDER identifies
deforested villages and procures the necessary number of
plants from the relevant public institutions. Then, the stu-
dents and teachers from Atak Koleji and the people of the
local villages plant the saplings. MARKOYDER also pro-
vides food aid to the villages as part of its portfolio of activ-
ities. The main food distribution takes place during and
after Kurban Bayram, the three-day Muslim festival, when
every Muslim that can afford to do so sacrifices a sheep or a
cow and donates two-thirds of the meat. MARKOYDER
collects meat donations from Mardin and other Turkish
cities and then distributes the meat to the poor villagers.
First, such solid and immediate services in neglected areas
gain public trust for the projects and services by the people
inspired by Fethullah Gülen. Second, when the local
Kurdish villagers see the mostly non-Kurdish teachers dis-
tributing this aid, be it food or clothing, which has been
donated by mostly non-Kurdish people living in other cities
of Turkey, it lowers—if not totally eradicates—the impact of
the idea of an “inherent Kurdish–Turkish” conflict. 
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One may not conclude that these activities, all of which
cause Turks, Kurds, and Arabs to intermingle, have caused over-
all popular support in the area for either the PKK or Hizbullah
to decline. However, one may conclude from the interviews
with local recipients of the donations as well as local partici-
pants in the activities, who sometimes may be the same peo-
ple, that the greater the local people’s involvement with the
Gülen movement, the less affinity they have for either the
PKK or Hizbullah. This change contributes to understand-
ing why the local people accept the movement and, similar-
ly, why the movement is popular in Mardin. 

MARKOYDER’s sohbet meetings with the imams have
been instrumental in lowering popular support in the area
for Hizbullah and for radical Islamist groups. A local Mardinian
notes, “There are about forty to fifty unofficial religious schools
in and around Mardin. The state does not allow them to
operate.” These unofficial religious schools train imams that
are relatively closer to radical Islamist groups like Hizbullah
and al-Qaeda. MARKOYDER’s sohbet meetings with the imams,
some of whom have radical tendencies, focus mostly on the
moderate interpretation of Qur’anic texts. Hasan Bey, a local
Mardinian who organizes these meetings, emphasizes the
moderating effect of these sohbets on the imams. Abdulbari
Hodja, an imam in Nusaybin, declares that the hizmet culture
provided by the Gülen movement has substantially changed
his outlook on being a pious Muslim.143

WHAT GÜLEN-INSPIRED INSTITUTIONS MEAN TO LOCALS

According to my interviewees’ responses, Atak Koleji seems
to be matchless in Mardin in terms of the education it provides
the students. Similarly, Sur Dersanesi, the university prepara-
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tory courses, and the reading halls seem to provide the locals
with opportunities that the state cannot offer and that per-
haps only a small percentage of Mardinians could afford on
their own. The material value of these services is clear. However,
the local people also seem to attribute a special meaning to
these institutions, for they view them as being more than just
schools. There are contextual reasons for this special mean-
ing: the local realities of severe unemployment, terror, a con-
servative culture, and a chronic shortage of schools and teach-
ers. These correspond almost perfectly with what Atak Koleji
and the university preparatory courses are committed to erad-
icating. Therefore, the fact that each of these contextual rea-
sons is important to the parents, although to varying degrees,
makes Atak Koleji, as well as the other Gülen-inspired edu-
cational institutions, something more than what such insti-
tutions, by common definition, are.

The local people who have placed their children in these
institutions comment that they see the Gülen-inspired insti-
tutions as a way of enabling their children to resist the influ-
ence of both the PKK and Hizbullah. Although they do not
reflect the entire Mardin community, those parents who
send their children to the university preparatory course view
it as a way to rescue their children from the recruitment pool
of both the PKK and Hizbullah. Based on this proposition,
one cannot argue that the movement’s activities have decreased
local support for the PKK and Hizbullah, but we can conclude,
based on the parents’ statements, that their main motivation
is not necessarily to help their children go to university but
to keep them away from the streets, which constitutes the main
recruitment pool for both the PKK and Hizbullah. Moreover,
the increasing number of students in Sur Dersanesi in all
branches indicates that those who pass the national universi-
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ty admissions test set an example for the students that will
take the test the following year. These repeated successes also
increase the popularity of Sur Dersanesi, as well as of other
institutions established by Gülen movement participants.

Aside from their educational success, Gülen’s popularity
among the local people contributes to the popular support
for these institutions. This may not be the main factor for
choosing the Gülen-inspired institutions, but it apparently is
a secondary reason for the locals’ trust in them. Oðuz Ozan,
the principal of Atak Koleji, recounts, “An Assyrian Christian
couple was initially hesitant to register their child for a school
where the student body was predominantly Muslim but felt
comfortable when they learned that the school had been
established by the local Mardinians who follow the teachings
of Fethullah Gülen.”144 So, there is a variety of reasons for the
local people to support the activities of the movement in
Mardin. According to my interviews with the locals, people
support the educational vision of Gülen and the movement
because they see in it an antidote to the terror problem, or
because they want their children to have a better future, or
because the Gülen-inspired institutions are seen as tolerant
and open to everyone. These widespread comments may not
account for the overall decrease in popular support for the
PKK and Hizbullah in the city. However, based on my inter-
views, I argue that the emergence and development of the
movement has caused local people whose children have been
educated in these institutions to reduce their support for both
the PKK and Hizbullah. 
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Conclusion

The spread of the Gülen movement throughout the world is
not something one would expect during the “War on Terror”
and strict scrutiny of every collective action that has an
Islamic element to it. Yet, the Gülen movement, which start-
ed in Turkey in the late 1960s as a non-political, faith-based
civic movement, has established itself in over ninety coun-
tries and built more than five hundred educational and cul-
tural institutions. These countries are not only Turkic or
Muslim, as many would expect, but also secular Western
countries. Most interestingly, the movement’s transnational
spread has been carried out in only fourteen years
(1992–2006), while it took about three decades for the move-
ment to mature in Turkey to undertake such a global outreach. 

The question is: What enables the Gülen movement to
diffuse into so many different societies in such a short peri-
od of time? In this vein, the essential research questions
answered by this study are: How does the Gülen movement
diffuse? What is its mechanism of diffusion? I found it appro-
priate to complement this main research question with a rel-
evant secondary question: What are the factors behind the
popular support for the movement? That is, why do people
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welcome the activities of the Gülen movement? The aim of
this second and complementary question was to eliminate
the notion of illegality or clandestineness implicit in the con-
cept of “diffusion,” especially when it is about diffusion of a
social movement. One may suggest that in doing so I may have
breached the investigator’s objectivity toward the subject being
studied by presuming that the movement is both popular
and non-clandestine. I contend that in doing so, I have only
sought to accurately reflect the status of the subject studied.
In fact, the evidence that the movement has been operational
in more than ninety countries and that it has apparently been
monitored by local authorities and has never been accused of
carrying out any illegal activities supports the transparent
nature of the movement.

The scholarly studies on the Gülen movement have been
quite limited in number and in content. First, there has not
been a substantial amount of academic work based on field
research. Second, no study has sought to model the mecha-
nism of the Gülen movement’s diffusion into a wide variety
of communities that differ from each other greatly in terms
of culture, political system, and ethno-religious identity. What
I have tried to do with this study is to address the issue of the
movement’s diffusion mechanism. I chose Mardin as a sam-
ple of the broad geographical area throughout which the move-
ment operates. Then, I examined the historical development
of the movement’s activities in the city after 1988, when a
participant in the movement shared the vision of Gülen and
the movement with a local person and discussed whether
together they could achieve that vision in Mardin.

Scholars of both religious and social movement studies,
most notably Zeki Sarýtoprak, Sidney Griffith, Osman Bakar,
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and Thomas Michel have studied Fethullah Gülen’s ideas and
his views on such contemporary debates as modernity versus
tradition, science versus religion, and secularism versus Islam.
In much of this research, Gülen has been central to studies about
the Gülen movement. That is, these academic studies have
mainly focused on him and scrutinized his views on the con-
temporary debates of modernity versus tradition, science ver-
sus religion, and Islam versus secularism. Similarly, in the
few studies that examine the educational institutions that the
participants of the movement have opened across the world,
again Gülen’s views on education and how they are put into
practice are examined. However, academic studies seeking to
explain the movement’s successful spread into different cul-
tures have been almost completely absent.

In fact, the diffusion of social movements in general has
rarely been studied compared to other topics in social move-
ment studies. Scholars utilizing the theory of diffusion have
confined themselves mainly to explaining the spread of polit-
ical practices and scientific techniques. Doug McAdam and
Dieter Rucht, however, for the first time employed the the-
ory of diffusion to explain the spread of social movements
into non-familiar communities. McAdam and Rucht argued
that different social movements operating in two or more
countries can learn about and adopt each other’s values,
ideas, and visions through relational and non-relational
channels, and that, in this way, such communication enables
one social movement to diffuse into another society.
Relational channels consist of such interpersonal relations as
meetings and one-to-one discussions. Once that initial con-
tact has been established, such non-relational channels as
media and literature maintain and strengthen the communi-
cation between those social movements. Put simply, the dif-
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fusing social movement acts as transmitter and the adopting
social movement acts as receiver. The interaction between
the two consists of a transfer of vision, ideas, values and prac-
tices as a message from the former to the latter. In proportion
to the efficiency of such interaction, the former’s social
movement diffuses into the latter’s community.

Doug McAdam and Dieter Rucht’s theory of diffusion
proves useful in explaining the diffusion of the Gülen move-
ment. The Gülen movement participants enter a new com-
munity through its activists’ personal contact with the local
people. Those initial contacts, during which the activists find
an opportunity to introduce their vision and seek the local
people’s cooperation, produce tangible outcomes such as
establishing schools and cultural houses in partnership with
local people. From then on, the Gülen movement takes root
in that community by building trust with the local commu-
nity and through both relational and non-relational channels
(e.g., joint events, field trips to other Gülen-inspired schools,
and the media). The relational model of McAdam and
Rucht’s diffusion theory helps us understand how the partic-
ipants in the Gülen movement establish their initial contacts
within an unfamiliar community through interpersonal rela-
tions. Once the movement’s activists have introduced their
vision of education to such local individuals as academics,
officials or civic leaders, they seek to transfer the discourse of
hizmet (serving one’s fellow human beings) and all the values
and practices embedded in it. The introduction of the hizmet
discourse of the Gülen movement to the members of the new
community happens through such relational and non-rela-
tional channels as sohbets, himmet meetings, field trips, semi-
nars, and media. Unlike the diffusion of social movements
which is described in McAdam and Rucht’s theory as begin-
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ning with relational channels and continuing through non-
relational channels, the diffusion of the Gülen movement
begins with relational channels and continues through both
relational and non-relational channels. In addition, unlike the
diffusion of a social movement into a new community
through its contact and cooperation with another social
movement active in that community, the diffusion of the
Gülen movement happens through the contact and coopera-
tion between movement volunteers and individuals in the
new community, who neither know each other nor have they
been engaged together in a collective action previously.

The diffusion of the Gülen movement into a communi-
ty means simply the adoption of the movement’s hizmet dis-
course by the local individuals. In proportion to the level of
their adoption of the values and ideas introduced with the
discourse, the individuals conduct the practices commonly
found in the movement as well. The hizmet discourse intro-
duces to the individuals two sets of concepts: theoretical and
operational/structural. The theoretical concepts include gaye-i
hayal (one’s purpose of life), diðergamlýk (altruism) with baþkasý
için yaþama (living for others), and mes’uliyet duygusu (sense of
personal responsibility) with adanmýþlýk ruhu (spirit of devo-
tion). Fethullah Gülen himself attributes the utmost importance
to these concepts and considers them sine qua non attributes
of a person of hizmet. The operational/structural concepts include
sohbet (conversation), istiþare (collective decision making), mütev-
elli (board of trustees), and himmet (personal commitment)
and verme tutkusu (passion for giving). These are the concepts
that describe the practices which an individual becomes involved
with as he or she exercises the theoretical concepts of the
hizmet discourse of the Gülen movement.
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The diffusion of the Gülen movement into the city of
Mardin, arguably representative of a majority of the coun-
tries, regions or continents in which the movement has been
active with its schools and cultural activities, illustrates how
local individuals mobilize in the movement and adopt the
discourse of hizmet. Mardin has a population with diverse
ethno-religious identities, including Turks, Kurds, Arabs,
and Assyrian Christians. Despite the fact that these ethnic
communities have not engaged in any visible conflict with
one another as communities, they have lived in their own
enclaves within the borders of Mardin. In addition to ethno-
religious diversity, the city has had a bitter experience of
clashes among the Turkish security forces, the PKK (which
utilizes the discourse of Kurdish nationalism), and Hizbullah
(which uses a radical Islamist discourse). In addition to secu-
rity problems, the city has suffered from economic underde-
velopment, high unemployment, and shortages in the field
of education in terms of both infrastructure and educators.
These socio-economic and security characteristics are com-
mon at varying levels in the vast majority of the countries in
which the movement has been active. 

The diffusion into Mardin started in the late 1980s with
one young man’s frequent conversation meetings with a local
individual. The conversations, where the two discussed the
chronic problems of the Mardin community, such as the absence
of sufficient educational facilities and teachers, unemploy-
ment, and insecurity caused by the PKK and the Hizbullah,
gradually attracted more and more individuals. The young
man’s introduction of the educational vision of the Gülen
movement to that growing number of individuals in Mardin
initiated the diffusion of the movement into the city. The ensu-
ing sohbet meetings and the field trips to cities where the edu-
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cational vision of the movement had been put into practice
encouraged the Mardinian individuals to adopt the move-
ment’s hizmet discourse. Consequently, those individuals in
Mardin have fulfilled the educational vision of Gülen and the
movement by establishing such educational facilities as uni-
versity preparatory courses, a private school, reading halls,
and community service institutions.
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2. Mardin is on Turkey’s border with Syria.

1.The city of Mardin
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3. A demonstration against terrorism

4. Destruction due to terrorist activity
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5. A PKK demonstration for Kurdish separatism

6. A Hizbullah banner is displayed.



8. The entrance to a local state primary school

7. Outside view of local state school

97Appendix: Photographs
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9.The environment in local state
schools is poor.

10. Fathers carry their daughters
through a swollen stream to
school.

11. Outside view of Atak Koleji



99Appendix: Photographs

12. Atak Koleji computer laboratory

13. Some of Atak Koleji’s sports facilities
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14. Display of children’s work in Atak Koleji

15. Atak Koleji’s chess club



101Appendix: Photographs

16. Atak students participate in 
drama activities.

17. Local people visit the school
fair.

18. Visitors view students’ artwork
at Atak Koleji’s annual fair.

19. The “Twenty Minutes’ Reading
a Day” program
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22. There are frequent teacher-
parent meetings.

20. Local women attend literacy
classes in Atak Koleji.

21. Parents receive awards for
reading.

23. The school holds frequent
dinner events.



103Appendix: Photographs

24. SUR students in a lesson 25. Outside view of SUR uni-
versity preparatory course
premises

26. MARKOYDER outreach to parents in rural areas
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27. MARKOYDER and teachers encourage parents to send
girls and boys to school.

28. The tradition of not sending girls to school is rapidly changing.
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29. Environmental conservation
activity organized by
MARKOYDER

30. Headquarters of MOSDER

31. MOSDER’s reading halls build rural children’s enthusiasm
for education.
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32. MOSDER has a reading hall
in Dargeçit, the most deprived
province of Mardin.

33. The building rented to be
the reading hall.

34. Students doing independent
study in Dargeçit’s reading hall.

35. Record of borrowing in one
of MOSDER’s reading halls.
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Contra” as they put it, was a counter-guerilla organization set up by the state to
oppose the PKK in southeastern Turkey. The local people say “Hizbul Contra”
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sort of attachment to Allah cannot undertake such killings.
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Despite the fact that there were other movements in Mardin prior to the Gülen
movement, according to my respondents, the movement volunteers have not
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64 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 5, 2006.
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66 For a definitive account of different religious groups in Turkey, see Niyazi Öktem,
“Religion in Turkey,” Brigham Young University Law Review (January 2002):
371–403.

67 See note 1.
68 Excerpt from my interview with the Imam Abdulbari in Nusaybin, Mardin, on

February 9, 2006.
69 Excerpt from my interview with Murat Salim in Nusaybin, Mardin, on

February 9, 2006.
70 The concept of sohbet has a rather more technical and deeper meaning than a

mere “weekly tea conversation.” I have tried to articulate its meaning in chap-
ter 3. However, throughout the following chapters, I use sohbet as it is under-
stood by the people participating in these meetings.

71 Most of the Mardinians I talked to have cited unemployment and lack of edu-
cation as the main reasons that make it easy for both the PKK and Hizbullah to
recruit the youth in Mardin, especially in the rural areas dominated by the
Kurds.

72 See www.fatihkoleji.com/tarihce.php and www.yamanlar.k12.com.tr for Fatih
High School and Yamanlar High School, respectively (accessed March 16, 2006).

73 For the list of the awards, see www.fatihkoleji.com/olimpiyat_butun.php (accessed
March 16, 2006).

74 During my interviews with Vahit Atak (who sponsored the construction of Atak
Koleji) and the other Mardinians who have been actively involved in the school
projects, all of them stated that the state could not provide the necessary edu-
cational facilities in their city.

75 Excerpt from my interview with Hasan Doðru on March 9, 2006.
76 In Turkey, every high school graduate has to pass the university entrance exam

to attend university. Mardin was one of the least successful cities in Turkey in
terms of its graduates passing this exam. 

77 Gülen articulated the tenets of the hizmet (serving one’s fellows) culture in a
series of public conferences titled “Ýnsaný Yücelten Vasýflar” (Values That Dignify
People) between April 9 and November 15, 1989; see http://tr.fgulen.com/a.page/
kasetleri/a3707.html (accessed March 16, 2006).  

78 Excerpt from my interview with Hayri Bey in Mardin on February 7, 2006.
79 Excerpt from my interview with Davut Bey in Mardin on February 7, 2006.
80 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 5, 2006.
81 Excerpt from my interview with Erhan Bey in Mardin on February 4, 2006.
82 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 4, 2006.
83 Ibid.
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84 Upper Mardin is also called Old Mardin. The city was historically centered at
the outskirts of Mardin hill, also the site of Mardin castle.

85 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 5, 2006.
86 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 5, 2006.
87 Excerpt from my interview with Davut Bey in Mardin on February 7, 2006.
88 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 5, 2006.
89 All of my respondents who were the members of Mardin’s first sohbet group

mentioned this incident during my separate interviews with each of them.
90 Excerpt from my interview with Davut Bey in Mardin on February 7, 2006. In

fact, all of my respondents mentioned this incident as well.
91 Cihan Sancar is the mayor of Kýzýltepe, a county with a population of 200,000

people. It is the center of Kurdish nationalism and the stronghold of the PKK.
She is a member of DEHAP, the far-left party that is publicly known as the
PKK’s political extension. 

92 Excerpt from my interview with Orhan Tutkun in Mardin on February 11, 2006.
93 One of the most persistent speculations about the schools’ funding has been that

they are funded by the CIA. Alternatively, ultra-secular groups in Turkey have
argued that the movement is funded by such Islamic states as Iran and Saudi
Arabia. The fact that both states declined the movement’s request to open schools
counters this accusation. The most prominent critic of the movement in the
Turkish media has been the columnist Hikmet Çetinkaya of the daily Cumhuriyet.
See “Fethullah Gülen,” www.islamiyetgercekleri.org/fethullahgulen.html
(accessed March 28, 2006).

94 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 5, 2006.
95 Gülen’s public address, “Gönül Dünyamýzdan I,” was delivered in the city of

Afyon on June 27, 1980, and is one of the early examples of when he mentioned
the sacrifices of Abu Bakr and Omar while defining the concept of fedakarlýk
(sacrifice) and diðergamlýk (altruism). 

96 The names of these two men were frequently mentioned by movement partic-
ipants during my interviews with them. Mr. Erimez owned large pieces of land
including hills that had olive trees; hence the title.

97 See “Kendini Gençlere Adayan Bir Ýnsan: Hacý Kemal Erimez” (trans: A Man who
Dedicated his Life to Young People), http://ailem.zaman.com.tr/ibl=26&hn
=4360 (accessed March 16, 2006). 

98 Excerpt from my interview with Mehmet Ali Þengül in Pennsylvania on February
12, 2006.

99 Excerpt from my conversation with Fethullah Gülen in Pennsylvania on February
11, 2006. 
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100 Orhan Tutkun, a senior administrator in the Gülen-inspired schools in Mardin,
noted that every teacher in those institutions meets the monthly expenses of at
least one secondary or high school student.

101 Excerpt from my interview with Hadji Burhan in Midyat-Mardin on February
7, 2006.

102 The first himmet meeting took place during spring 1992. Excerpt from my inter-
view with Hadji Burhan in Midyat-Mardin on February 7, 2006.

103 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 5, 2006.
104 Excerpt from my interview with Erhan Bey in Mardin on February 4, 2006.
105 Excerpt from my interview with Orhan Tutkun in Mardin on February 10,

2006.
106 Excerpt from my interview with Vahit Atak, the businessman who funded the

construction of Mardin’s Atak High School, in Istanbul on January 28, 2006.
107 I attended an istiþare (collective decision making) meeting in Mardin. The local

people and teachers at the school were discussing such issues as upcoming cul-
tural activities, opening a new reading hall in Savur, and constructing a second
university preparatory course in Mardin. They hold these meetings every oth-
er week.

108 Excerpt from my interview with Hayri Bey in Mardin on February 7, 2006.
109 By 1996, the number of sohbet groups had already increased. I will examine the

proliferation of these groups in a later section.
110 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 7, 2006.
111 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy and Hayri Bey in Mardin on

February 5, 2006.
112 I owe this insightful comment, along with many others, to my thesis advisor

Dr. Charles King, Government Department, Georgetown University.
113 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy in Mardin on February 7, 2006.

This information was confirmed by all of my inteviewees. The Atak family is
from Mardin and, as Vahit Atak explains, moved to Istanbul in 1974 because of
local socio-economic deprivation and security problems. 

114 Excerpt from my interview with Vahit Atak in Istanbul on January 28, 2006.
115 The actual analogy was made by Ibrahim Bey during that meeting, as con-

firmed by both Vahit Atak and the participants with whom I spoke. I think it is
useful to put it here in order to better understand the philosophy behind the
movement’s education campaign. 

116 Excerpt from my interview with Vahit Atak in Istanbul on January 28, 2006.
117 It is important to note that even though the movement has been essentially a

civic education movement, as it has achieved a global reach and become active
in societies with different religions, races, cultures, and languages, its second
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most emphasized theme has, perhaps, been the need for intercultural dialogue.
While the movement was still only in Turkey, this dialogue was intra-cultural.
So, the movement has used its education campaign to help build bridges
between different social segments in Turkey first and then in other societies.

118 Excerpt from my interview with Vahit Atak in Istanbul on January 28, 2006.
119 The event took place in the evening of February 5, 2006.
120 Excerpt from my interview with Murat Bey in Kýzýltepe-Mardin on February

6, 2006.
121 The Mardin case does not answer the question of whether men and women

hold events together or separately because such mixed gatherings are not nor-
mal in the culture of the city. However, in other encounters with the activities
of the movement in such cities as Istanbul, Ankara, and Trabzon, I saw that men
and women held events together.

122 With regards to both men’s and women’s activities, my respondents reported
that Assyrians participate in the education projects in Mardin and that several
of their children attend Atak High School. The absence of the Yezidis is, to a
great extent, due to the fact that they mostly live in the rural areas and are a
small group.

123 Excerpt from my interview with the respondent in Mardin on February 10,
2006.

124 Excerpt from my interview with the respondent in Mardin on February 10,
2006.

125 Excerpt from my interview with the respondent in Mardin on February 10,
2006.

126 I obtained this information through my interviews with the local people who
helped the movement open its first university preparatory course in Mardin in
1992.

127 Excerpt from my interview with Murat Salim on February 9, 2006, in Nusaybin,
Mardin.

128 Excerpt from my interview with Murat Salim on February 9, 2006 in Nusaybin,
Mardin.

129 Excerpt from my interview with Fatih Asýlsoy on February 6, 2006, in Mardin.
130 These are the moral values that Gülen introduced in the hizmet discourse. See

chapter 2, “The Hizmet Discourse of the Gülen Movement.”
131 Excerpt from my interview with the respondent on February 8, 2006, in Nusaybin.
132 See chapter 4, “Emergence and Development in Mardin.”
133 This information is based on my interview with the Atak Koleji teachers on

February 3, 2006, in Mardin. Several other respondents of both Kurdish and
Arab origin confirmed this information at different times and places. 



134 This information is based on my notes from my trip to Atak Koleji on February
3, 2006.

135 These are the most notable private schools associated with the movement and
the best known ones because of their success in the international science con-
tests.

136 Excerpt from my interview with Oðuz Ozan at Atak Koleji on February 3, 2006.
137 The principal reported that fifteen percent of the students are granted scholar-

ships according to their performance on the scholarship test held at the begin-
ning of the school year.

138 Excerpt from my interview with a groups of women from Surgucu village on
February 2, 2006.

139 Excerpt from my interview with Hayri Serhat on February 9, 2006 in Kýzýltepe,
Mardin.

140 I did not obtain specific figures for either the general literacy rate or for the
female literacy rate. However, my respondents confirmed these facts.

141 At different times and places, several people that I interviewed used the same
term to refer to the school’s large number of public events held throughout the
year.

142 This information is based on my interview with Þükrü Bey on February 11,
2006, in Dargeçit, Mardin.

143 Excerpt from my interview with Imam Abdulbari on February 9, 2006, in
Nusaybin, Mardin.

144 Excerpt from my interview with Oðuz Ozan at Atak Koleji on February 3, 2006.
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